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ABSTRACT 

Andre caplet (1878-1925) was a major figure on the 

musical scene for the first quarter of the twentieth century. 

He contributed substantially to the repertoire of the solo 

voice, and to that of choral and chamber music. He was 

moreover an acclaimed conductor; besides extensi ve 

engagements in Par is, Caplet was the conductor of French 

repertoire at the Boston Opera Company from 1910-14. His 

career was tragically cut short when he was forty-six years of 

age because of war-related injuries. An in-depth look at the 

compositions he left behind reveals a brilliant intellect, 

meticulous attention to detail, a tremendous ear for color, 

and keen sensitivity to poetic nuance. The richness of his 

poetic imagination and his technical resources resulted in a 

variety of oeuvres of originality and depth. He is 

unsurpassed as a text-painter in the history of me10die. The 

name of Andre Caplet should be added to those of Debussy and 

Ravel as an important representative of musical impressionism. 

This paper examines the exquisite text setting of Caplet. 

I have chosen the wartime melodies because of the depth and 

range of their emotional and musical content. Moreover, they 

are loosely linked by the undercurrents of war which, with 

their ever-changing, reflecting and refracting surfaces, run 

through these melodies like an impressionistic stream. Caplet 
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wrote predominantly for the mezzo-soprano voice during this 

period, perhaps using a richer voice to more richly express 

the depth of his experiences. These melodies thus represent 

a wonderful addition to French repertoire for this Fach. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Andre Caplet (November 23rd, 1878-April 23rd, 1925) was 

a major figure on the musical scene for the first quarter of 

the twentieth century. He contributed substantially to the 

repertoire of the solo voice, and to that of choral and 

chamber music. He was moreover an acclaimed conductor; 

besides extensive engagements in Paris, Caplet was the 

conductor of French repertoire at the Boston Opera Company 

from 1910-14. His career was tragically cut short when he was 

forty-six years of age because of war-related injuries. An 

in-depth look at the compositions he left behind reveals a 

brilliant intellect, meticulous attention to detail, a 

tremendous ear for color, and keen sensitivity to poetic 

nuance. The richness of his poetic imagination and his 

technical resources resulted in a variety of oeuvres of 

originality and depth. He is unsurpassed as a text-painter in 

the history of melodie. The name of Andre Caplet should be 

added to those of Debussy and Ravel as an important 

representative of musical impressionism. 

This paper examines the exquisite text setting of Caplet. 

I have chosen the wartime melodies because of the depth and 

range of their emotional and musical content. Moreover, they 

are loosely linked by the undercurrents of war which, with 

their ever-changing, reflecting and refracting surfaces, run 
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through these melodies like an impressionistic stream. Caplet 

wrote predominantly for the mezzo-soprano voice during this 

period, perhaps using a richer voice to more richly express 

the depth of his experiences. These melodies thus represent 

a wonderful addition to French repertoire for this Fach. 
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BIOGRAPHY 

Andre Leon Caplet was born in Le Havre on November 23, 

1878, to Leon Henry Caplet, a commerce employee (Spencer The 

Influence 6), and Marie-Franyoise-Antoinette Betton. He was 

the youngest of seven children in a simple family that was 

highly esteemed by this sea-side Norman community. 

Nonetheless, his childhood was not an easy one; he became 

familiar early on with poverty, sickness, and death (Yves

Marc,1 La Revue Musicale 38-54). 

According to Gouverne, Caplet was: 

"as Norman as one can be, his physique and his 
temperament doubly revealing the influence of his 
land of origin. ,,2 

He loved the sea, and a year before his death told 

Gouverne that: 

IYves-Marc is the literary pseudonym of Yvonne Gouverne, 
a friend and colleague of Andre Caplet. 

2Yves-Marc, "Andre Caplet, II Le Monde Musical 15 & 16 
(August 1924): 269. 

" . aussi Normand qu' on peut l' etre, son aspect 
physique, son temperament revelent par un double aveu 
l'influence du pays d'origine." 



"You must try to convey to them that always, I 
loved the sea; that as a child I hung about by the 
docks of Le Havre, that my greatest pleasure was to 
escape in one of those fragile vessels and that I 
would imagine the sound of voices in the flutter of 
the sails ..•• ,,3 

11 

He received a solid background in music at a young age. 

Henry Wool lett , founder of the Cercle de l' arte moderne, 

taught him piano and harmony, and later said of caplet: 

"It was quite obvious that he possessed natural 
talents, yet he didn't take advantage of this fact 
to be lazy as do so many highly gifted students, I 
had only to point the way, to open the gates, to 
cry out "pitfall ll when he took a wrong turn; his 
musical instincts and his love of work did the 
rest. ,,4 

3Yves-Marc, "Andre Caplet," La Revue Musicale 180 
(January 1938): 39. 

"II faudra faire sentir que toujours, j'ai aime la mer; 
qu'enfant, je restais des heures a flaner au bord des grands 
bassins du Havre, que mon plus grand bonheur ete de m'evader 
dans une de ces barques fragiles et que j'imaginais Ie son des 
voix dans Ie bruit des voiles .... " 

4Henry Woollett, "Andre Caplet," Le Monde Musical 3 & 4 
(February 1922): 52. 

"II possedait les dons naturels les plus evidents, il 
n'en profitait pas pour paresser comme Ie font tant d'eleves 
bien douees, je n'eus qu'a lui indiquer la voie, a lui ouvrir 
les barrieres, a lui crier casse-cou quand il faisait fausse 
route; sa nature musicale et son ardeur au travail firent Ie 
reste." 
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caplet won first prize in violin at the Ecole de musique 

at the age of nine, was hired at the age of thirteen as a 

violinist in the orchestra of the Folies Bergeres, and a year 

later at the Grand-Theatre in Le Havre. 

He entered the Paris Conservatory in 1896, where he 

studied with Xavier Leroux, Paul Vidal and Charles Lenepveu, 

all winners of the Prix de Rome. Caplet won first prizes in 

harmony, counterpoint, and accompanying during his studies at 

the Conservatory. He earned his way playing in dance 

orchestras at night, and through conducting engagements. 

In 1901 he won the Grand Prix de Rome with his 

competition piece Myrrha. This prize offered seven years of 

financial support and residence at the Villa Medici in Rome. 

Not least among his competitors was Maurice Ravel. Le Havre 

held a Festival caplet in recognition of this achievement, 

performing several of his works (Spencer 15). Caplet took 

advantage of his financial independence to travel, and his 

interest in conducting was further developed by his exposure 

to German conductors in Berlin and Dresden. The compositions 

he sent back to Paris as a requirement of his prize generally 

met with praise, but as the result of sickness he fell behind 

in output. At the end of the fourth year, for reasons that 

are not entirely clear, he resigned and returned to Paris. 

His return coincided with the intellectual debate resonating 
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in Paris over Debussy's Pelleas et Melisande. This timing was 

to prove pivotal in Caplet's musical development. 

This was an intellectually and artistically rich era in 

Europe. Artists from different disciplines interacted and 

exchanged ideas on an unprecedented level. Caplet himself was 

an active member of a group started by the composer Florent 

Schmi tt and nicknamed "les Apaches." This group included such 

artists as the poet Tristan Klingsor, author of the text of 

Ravel's Sheherazade, musicians Maurice Ravel and Ricardo 

Vines, and the painter Paul Sordes. They met weekly to 

discuss ideas and to share their creative works. They were 

keenly interested in the works of contemporary writers, 

painters and musicians, notably Mallarme, Verlaine, Cezanne, 

Van Gogh, and Debussy, and were influenced by the exoticism 

prevalent in French culture at that time (Myers 31). 

Caplet was also part of a group of musicians 

disillusioned with the reactionary current that had developed 

within the Societe Nationale de Musique. When the Societe 

refused to perform Maurice Delage's Conte par la Mer in 1907, 

these musicians, with the moral support of Gabriel Faure, 

eventually founded La Societe Musicale Independente in 1910, 

its goal being to foster the music of contemporary French 

composers (Myers 32). The S.M. I. premiered several of 

Caplet's compositions, including, in 1922, his set of 

vocalises for contemporary mUpic entitled Le Pain Quotidien. 
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It was in such an intellectual climate that Caplet became 

exposed to and influenced by the music and ideas of Claude 

Debussy. Although he was an ardent debussyste, Caplet was far 

more than a mere follower. Debussy himself, although 

generally aggravated by the debussystes, had the utmost 

respect and admiration for Caplet both as a person and as a 

musician. In a letter to Caplet he wrote: "VOUs etes un des 

rares hommes avec lesquelles j' aime a echanger des idees, 

parce-que vous repondez sans faire de fausses notes." ("You 

are one of those rare men with whom I enjoy exchanging ideas, 

because you respond without making false notes. ") (Lettres 

Inedites 11). Such praise from Debussy suggests the depth and 

precision of Caplet's intellect, evident in his compositions 

as well. This statement also contains an interesting 

combination of terminology relating to music and to words that 

possibly reflects the philosophy of Gesamtkunstwerk prevalent 

during that era. Upon hearing two of Caplet's songs for the 

first time, Debussy wrote to Georges Jean-Aubry: 

"This Caplet is an artist. He knows how to create 
an atmosphere through sonority and, with a lovely 
sensitivity, has a sense of proportion; this is 
more rare these days than one would believe .... "5 

5Debussy, Lettres a Deux Amis, Robert Godet et G. Jean
Aubrey (Paris: Librarie Jose corti, 1942) 23. 
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Debussy's ill health impeded his work, and Caplet's 

assistance in the form of correcting proofs, and making 

transcriptions and orchestrations, proved invaluable. Caplet 

orchestrated Children's Corner suite and Pagodes, 

reorchestrated the melodie "Jet d'eau," from the Cinq Poemes 

de Baudelaire, and completed the orchestrations of Gigues and 

the Martyre de Saint Sebastien. Debussy had tremendous regard 

for him as a conductor, and entrusted Caplet with the 

performances of many of his works. During their collaboration 

on numerous artistic projects from 1908-14 a deep personal and 

professional bond was established, in reference to which Yves-

Marc wrote: 

"The affinities that existed between these two 
great artists drew them one to the other; a 
harmonious understanding arose from their meeting. ,,6 

Although Caplet produced few of his own compositions 

during this period, his orchestrations are evidence of his 

sophistication and skill. 

"Ce Caplet est un artiste. II sait retrouver 
l'atmosphere sonore et, avec une jolie sensibilite a Ie sens 
des proportions; ce qui est plus rare qu'on ne Ie croit a 
notre epoque.. " 

6Yves-Marc, "Andre Caplet," Le Monde Musicale 15 & 16 
(August 1924): 298. 



"His profound knowledge of all of the secrets of 
orchestral language, united with an instinct for 
selecting instrumentation. • produced an 
orchestral realization of Children's Corner (pieces 
for piano) whose tender skin might have been 
bruised by a hand less delicate .•.. "7 

16 

Caplet demonstrated his ample strength of character and 

confidence in his own musical judgment while conducting Le 

Martyr de saint Sebastien in preparation for its premiere at 

the Chatelet in 1911. At the beginning of the rehearsals 

Debussy wanted to interj ect his opinion regarding certain 

details. Yves-Marc states that: 

"Caplet, with as much firmness as deference, told 
him: 'You have entrusted me with your oeuvre, 
allow me to do it my way and afterwards we will 
see.'. .At the final rehearsal Debussy's 
emotion was such that he wept at hearing what he 
had written. "8 

"Les affinites qui existaient entre ces deux grands 
artistes les inclinaient l'un vers l'autre; une harmonieuse 
entente naquit de leur rencontre." 

7Yves-Marc, "Andre Caplet, II Le Monde Musicale 15 & 16 
(August 1924): 299. 

"Sa connaissance approfondie de tous les secrets du 
langage de l'orchestre, unie A ce sens inne du choix dans 
l'instrumentation.. • realiser une projection orchestrale 
des Children's Corner (pieces pour piano) dont une main moins 
delicate aura it pu blesser l'epiderme si tendre .... " 

8Yves-Marc, "Andre Caplet," La Revue Musicale 180 (August 
1924): 42. 

"Caplet, avec aut ant de fermete que de deference lui dit 
alors: 'Vous m'avez confie votre oeuvre, laissez-moi faire et 
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Caplet was accorded tremendous respect for his own 

composi tions. Roland-Manuel made the following two statements 

on the occasion of Caplet's death: 

"The Prix de Rome behind him, a young composer 
returns to Paris, impatient and looking for 
adventure. He falls heavily into the battle of 
Pelleas. He is immediately touched by grace and 
enrolls under the debussyste banner. All the time, 
better equipped than his peers, he possesses an 
already surprising technique. He has insights that 
enable him to penetrate without trembling into the 
magical chamber. The radiant influence, far from 
exhausting his talent, comforts and af.firms him. 
softly, but with a sure step, one sees him escape 
the subjection of the most seductive of masters. 
This Norman, adventurous, wise and precise." 

"Little by little, the characteristic virtues of 
his race appear in his music: fervor and caution. 
From their antagonism a curious and diverse art 
will be born which breaks or which pushes against 
the barriers of a narrow Debussyismj which mixes, a 
la normande, satirical irony with tenderness, and 
twisted artifice with naive piety--minute music 
whose plasticity is extraordinary. ,,9 

apres nous verrons.' ... A la derniere repetition, l'emotion 
de Debussy fut telle, qu'il se mit a pleurer en entendant ce 
qu'il venait d'ecrire." 

9 11 Hommages a Andre Caplet," La Revue Musicale 8 (June 
1925): 299. 

"Prix de Rome en rupture de ban, un jeune compositeur 
rentre a Paris, impatient du joug et cherchant aventure. II 
tombe au plus fort de la bataille de Pelleas. II est aussitot 
touche par la grace et s'enrole sous la banniere debussyste. 
Toutefois, mieux arme que ses pareils, il possede deja une 
surprenante technique. II a des lumieres que l'autorisent a 
penetrer sans trembler dans la chambre magique. La radieuse 
influence, loin d'enerver son talent, Ie conforte et 
l'affirmit. Doucement, mais a coup sur, on Ie voit echapper 



Albert Roussel wrote: 

"When one follows, from oeuvre to oeuvre, the 
development that affirms and marks the stages of 
his too-brief career, from the compositions where 
his virtuosity is given free rein, such as the 
extraordinary Pain Quotidien for singers, to the 
works of greater breadth such as the Messe or 
l'Epiphanie, so curious in rhythm and color, one 
realizes what music could have expected from so 
pure a musician. ,,10 

18 

Caplet composed approximately 35 melodies, most of which 

are scored for piano accompaniment, and some for harp, flute, 

or organ accompaniment. Caplet orchestrated a number of his 

melodies. He also composed piano pieces for children, several 

chamber works for a variety of instruments including flute, 

piano, harp and strings, and a number of choral pieces, 

including Le Miroir de Jesus for mezzo-soprano, female chorus, 

harp and strings, written in free counterpoint with great 

a la sujetion du plus seduisant des maltres. 
aventureux, sagace et precis." 

Ce Normand 

"Peu a peu, les vertus caracteristiques de sa race 
paraissent dans sa musique: ferveur et cautf~le; de leur 
antagonisme va naltre un art curieux et divers qui brise--ou 
qui recule--Ies barrieres d'un etroit debussysme; qui mele, a 
la normande, l'ironie narquoise a la tendresse et l'artifice 
retors a la piete naYve. Musique minutieuse dont la 
plasticite est extraordinaire." 

lO"Hommages a Andre caplet," La Revue Musicale 8 (June 
1925): 301-

"Lorsque l'on suit, d'oeuvre en oeuvre, la progression 
qui s'affirme et marque les etapes de sa trop courte carriere, 
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suppleness of melodic line reminiscent of chant. This last is 

a composition of great aesthetic and spiritual beauty, and may 

be considered his major work. Caplet clearly had a love for 

the singing voice, and tended to use instruments capable of 

evocative color that were favored by impressionists, such as 

harp and flute. 

Caplet commanded great respect for his conducting 

abilities as well as for his compositions. According to Yves-

Marc: 

"In making of him an artist so complete, the 
duality of these two forces that met in him to 
serve music hastened his death and it is in this 
very duality that we find all of the reasons for 
his greatness. "II 

He would acquire recognition as a top-flight conductor in 

the spring of 1897. Composer and conductor Leroux had chosen 

depuis les compositions OU sa virtuosite s'est donne libre 
cours, cornrne cet extraordinaire Pain Quotidien des chanteurs, 
jusqu'aux oeuvres de plus grande envergure cornrne la Messe ou 
l'Epiphanie, si curieuse de rythmes et de couleurs, on se rend 
compte de ce que la musique pouvait attendre de ce pur 
musicien." 

IlYves-Marc, "Andre Caplet," La Revue Musicale 180 
(January 1938): 40. 

"En faisant de lui un artiste aussi complet, la dualite 
de ces deux forces qui se rencontrait en lui pour servir la 
Musique haterent sa mort et c'est dans cette dualite meme que 
nous trouvons toutes les raisons de sa grandeur." 
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not to continue conducting his production of La Montagne 

enchantee at the Porte Sainte-Martin when it did not meet with 

success. Caplet replaced him, and his evident mastery opened 

the door to other conducting engagements (Landormy 265). In 

1899 he became director of the Odeon . . His fame as a conductor 

was moreover augmented through his association with Debussy. 

In 1910 he was appointed director of French repertoire at the 

Boston Opera Company, where he conducted such works as Faust, 

Carmen, Samson et Dalila, La Habanera, La Foret (Auber), 

Thals, Pelleas et Melisande, Les contes d'Hoffman, Louise, 

Werther, L'Arlesianne, and Le Martyr de Saint Sebastien 

(Spencer 56). He remained at the BOC until 1914. On hearing 

of Caplet's promotion to first director in Boston in 1910 

Debussy wrote: 

"I have just read the gazette, in which they 
proclaim your certain glory • • but you have to 
the highest degree the beautiful qualities of 
tenacity, particular to your race, to which you add 
a prodigious instinct for music. I am thus certain 
that we can cry: Vive la France! and Vive Caplet! 
with all confidence. ,,12 

12Debussy, Lettres Inedites a Andre Caplet (Monaco-Ville: 
Editions du Rocher, 1957) 51. 

"J'avais bien lu la gazette, ou l'on clamait votre gloire 
certaine • • • Mais vous avez au plus haut degre les belles 
qualites de tenacite, particulieres a votre race, auxquelles 
vous ajoutez un prodigieux instinct de la musique. Je suis 
donc sur que nous pouvons crier: Vive la France! et Vive 
Caplet! en toute assurance." 
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References were often made to his magical baton. G. 

Allix said of his conducting: "M. Andre Caplet est sans doute 

la plus fremissante sensibilite de chef d'orchestre et de 

composi teur de ce temps-ci. " ("M. Andre caplet is 

unquestionably the most vibrant, sensitive conductor and 

composer of our time.") ("Concerts Pasdeloup" 386). 

Caplet was noted for his tremendous attention to detail, 

and for the exacting demands he made upon his performing 

forces. Yves-Marc wrote: 

"His need for order, for clarity, for precision was 
extraordinary--he left nothing to chance. • he 
said that he was slow, but it was simply care for 
total perfection. 

" .... it was necessary for him to be severe with 
and to captivate his performers before starting the 
work of a creator, and then, when all sign of 
independence had been dominated, then he undertook 
the true creation. . . • Caplet reduced them to a 
sort of sonorous matter which he used as a sculptor 
uses clay."l3 

13Yves-Marc, "Andre Caplet," La Revue Musicale 180 
(January 1938): 40, 42. 

"Son besoin d'ordre, de clarte, de precision etait 
extraordinaire--il n' abandonnait rien au hasard • il 
disait qu'il eta it lent, mais il etait simplement soucieux 
d'une perfection totale. 

" .... il fallait qu'il abrutisse et qu'il fascine son 
monde avant de commencer son travail de createur, et puis, 
quand toute velleite d'independance avait ete dominee, alors 
il entreprenait vraiment Ie modelage." 
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Emile Vuillermoz gave the following vivid description of 

Caplet's conducting persona: 

"The direction of Andre Caplet is large, supple, 
and commanding. Proudly tossing his blond mane 
like a fiery horse, he bends and turns without 
ceasing in his romantic tuxedo. with solicitude 
towards his subordinates, he silently communicates 
his impressions with the aid of particularly 
expressive gestures. His face is illuminated, his 
lips are parted, reflecting all of the nuances of 
anxiety, of good humor, of sacred horror, of anger 
or of ecstasy. His gestures are round and 
enveloping. His direction instinctively uses 
sequence and curves. 

"Add to his vigorous technique an inner ardor that 
does not cease i Andre Caplet is a conductor of 
great pathos. It is the only defect I know in him. 
Because of this constant tendency to give of 
himself, to throw all of his emotion in the 
balance--and then, here is what I mean--to 
transpose into the domain of musical interpretation 
the bleeding sacrifice of Musset's pelican .... "M 

14Dominique Sordet, Douze Chefs d' Orchestre (Paris: 
Fischbacher, 1924) 29. 

"La direction d'Andre Caplet est large, souple, pleine 
d'authorite. Secouant fierement sa blonde criniere, comme un 
cheval qui encense, il s'incline et se redresse sans cesse 
dans sa longue redingote romantique. Penche avec sollicitude 
sur ses subordonnes, il leur confie silencieusement ses 
impressions a l'aide de jeux de physionomie particulierement 
expressifs. Son visage hallucine,' aux levres entr'ouvertes, 
reflete toutes les nuances de l'inquietude, de levres la bonne 
humeur, de l'horreur sacree, de la colere ou de l'extase. Ses 
gestes sont arrondis et enveloppants. Sa direction utilise 
instinctivement les successions de courbes. 

"Ajoutez a sa technique vigoreuse une ardeur interieure 
qui bouillonne et fremit sans relachei Andre Caplet est un 
chef d' orchestre pathetique. C' est meme Ie seul defaut que j e 
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On November 14, 1914, Caplet was placed on active duty. 

He spent most of the war in the trenches of Verdun, the site 

of one of the fiercest campaigns. On January 12, 1915, he 

achieved the rank of corporal, and on August 18, 1915, he was 

promoted to sergeant. On May 22, 1915, he was wounded while 

his unit was undergoing intense bombardment. On August 13, 

1916, he received the Croix de Guerre. Shortly before the end 

of the war he was named by General Pershing to the position of 

Director of the Ecole des Chefs de Musique Americaine. In 

1916 he wrote a composition for the taking of Fort Douaumont 

entitled the Marche heroYgue de la ~ division pour musigue 

militaire, tambours, clairons et trompettes. He was released 

from active duty on April 16, 1919 (Spencer 33-35). 

A collection of letters written by Debussy to Caplet from 

1908-14 has been preserved. There is little doubt but that 

Caplet and Debussy continued their correspondence during the 

war; in one of his own letters to Robert Godet, Debussy 

refers to a letter written to him by Caplet from the trenches 

(Debussy Lettres a deux amis 157). Unfortunately, these war 

lui connaisse. Car cette tendance constante a se donner, a 
jeter tout Ie poids de son emotion dans la balance--et puis, 
voivi mon coeur--a transposer dans Ie domaine de 
l'interpretation musicale Ie sacrifice sanglant du pelican de 
Musset. • • ." 



letters have never been found. 
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Thus our .best record of 

Caplet's war experiences on a personal level is found in the 

nine melodies he composed while in the trenches. 

On June 14, 1919, Caplet married Marie-Elise Perruchon 

(known as Genevieve), a fellow Norman, and the daughter of 

General Perruchon. One may thus surmise that Caplet had 

socialized during the war in the highest echelons of the 

military. They had one son, Pierre, who was born in 1920. 

Genevieve took a great interest in caplet's work as a 

musician, and it was through her that Caplet met Yvonne 

Gouverne, director of women's choirs at the Radio, and also 

a Norman. In a letter to Williametta Spencer, author of The 

Influence and stylistic Heritage of Andre Caplet, Gouverne 

states that she was the rehearsal director for Caplet during 

the last few years of his life, and directed many concerts of 

his music following his death (Spencer 36). 

In March of 1925 Caplet caught a cold on a train 

returning to Paris. He had just conducted his final concert 

of religious music at a church in his place of birth (Yves

Marc Revue Musicale 45). This cold developed into pleurisy. 

His lungs were too weakened from gassing during the war to 

allow for a recovery, and Caplet died on April 23, 1925 

(Spencer 38). 

Caplet's deep religious faith permeated his art. On the 

occasion of his death Andre George stated: 



"The name of Andre caplet will live on. Thanks to 
him, and to him alone, I firmly believe, the 
epi thet "debussyste," too often the synonym of 
impotent imitation, takes on an eminent dignity and 
finds itself restored in the history of our art. 
Religious music has lost its greatest artist. "IS 

Mauice Boucher wrote in l'Avenir: 

"He resembled none of his contemporaries, but 
rather liked to be considered a man of yore. He 
presented in his own way and in his place an art 
always on the watch and always renewed. He began 
to apply himself to broader subjects, where he 
found expression beyond his identity as a musician; 
he understood the poetry of nature and religious 
emotion; in an age where too many artists scorn 
eternal vistas and prefer titillation, he 
felt . • • that the hearts of the present could 
still be satisfied with ancient visions and old 
fervors. But he was not bound by customs which he 
would not have chosen and no unconscious 
traditionalism ever interfered with the suppleness 
nor tarnished the freshness of his talent • . . he 
thought with the sounds themselves and did not use 
them to prop up his own beliefs. ,,16 
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IS"Hommages it Andre Caplet," La Revue Musicale 8 (June 
1925): 299. 

"Le nom d' Andre Caplet demeura. Grace a lui, it lui seul, 
je crois bien, cette epithete de "debussyste," trop 
generalement synonyme d'impuissante imitation, prend une 
eminent dignite et se trouve originalement restitue it 
l'histoire de notre art. Puis • . . la musique religieuse a 
perdu son plus grand artiste." 

16"Hommages it Andre Caplet," La Revue Musicale 8 (June 
1925): 300. 

"II ne ressemblait it aucun de ses contemporains et, 
quelque il aimat it se considerer comme un homme "d' autrefois, " 
il representait it sa fayon et it sa place un art toujours en 
eveil et toujours renouvele. II commenyait de s'appliquer it 
des sujets plus amples, ou l'homme pouvait mettre autant de 
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His religious faith was evident in his conducting as 

well, as evidenced by a review of a performance he had 

conducted at Le Havre, stating: 

"But the great success was the Cantate d'Eglise No. 
72, Tout selon la volonte de Dieu, that produced a 
profound impression on the numerous listeners 
united in the sanctuary. .Under the magical 
baton of Caplet, the interpretation was excellent 
in its ensemble •... " n 

Gouverne stated on the occasion of his death that: 

"There was in him something of both a pirate and 
the juggler of Notre Dame--he was drawn by the 
Infinite--thus his taste for risk and his need to 
believe in miracles in order to be reassured. 1118 

soi que Ie musicien; il comprenait la poesie de la nature et 
l'emotion religieuse; a une epoque ou trop d'artistes ont Ie 
dedain des spectacles eternels et preferent les curiosites 
singulieres, il pensait . . . que les ames peuvent aujourd'hui 
encore se satisfaire des antiques visions et des vieilles 
ferveurs. Mais il n'etait pas lie par des habitudes qu'il 
n'eut pas choisies et aucun traditionalisme inconscient n'a 
jamais gene la souplesse ni terni la fraicheur de son talent . 
. . . il pensait avec les sons eux-memes et ne se servait pas 
d'eux pour habiller sa pensees." 

1711Review of Concert in Le Havre, II Le Monde Musical 22 
(November 20, 1907): 337. 

"Mais Ie gros success fut pour la cantate d'Eglise No. 
72, Tout selon la volonte de 'Dieu, qui produisit une 
impression profonde sur les nombreux audi teurs reunis au 
Temple. Sous la baguette magique de Caplet, 
l'interpretation en fut d'ailleurs excellente dans son 
ensemble .... " 

18Yves-Marc, "Andre Caplet, II La Revue Musicale 180 
(January 1938): 39. 

"Il Y avait en lui du pirate et du jongleur de Notre-
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Pinchard wrote that "he [Debussy] could not quite utter the 

'yes' by which a soul clings to his God. 'If I were God, I 

would take pity on the heart of men,' sang the old Arkel [of 

Pelleas et Melisande]. 'I believe in God,' responded Andre 

Caplet." (99). 

Dame--I"Infini l'attirait--de la, son gol1t"du risque et son 
besoin de croire au miracle, pour etre rassure." 



THE CONFLUENCE OF PAINTING, LITERATURE, AND MUSIC 
IN THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURy19 
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It is ironic that Wagner was a catalyst for nationalism 

in French art even during his greatest popularity in Paris. 

Wagner's search for a synthesis of poetry and music, a 

Gesamtkunstwerk, influenced art and artists of all 

disciplines. Painters, musicians, and writers were dialoguing 

on an unprecedented level. Poets sought musical values in the 

poetic line. One result of their experimentation was the 

symbolist vers libre. Musical impressionism had its roots in 

the philosophical currents flowing through the literary and 

art worlds. 

In the mid-nineteenth century there arose a new group of 

painters seeking a new form of expression, one that would 

capture the fleeting moments of SUbjective experience. They 

were not interested in depicting Objects realistically, but in 

capturing the atmosphere exuded by those objects. As in the 

air there are imperceptible particles, this misty, hazy 

atmosphere contained an inner energy, and vibrated with 

imperceptible but perpetual motion. A fluidity generated by 

19For the discussions on the confluence of the arts and 
musical impressionism that follow, I am indebted to 
Christopher Palmer's excellent book on this subject, 
Impressionism in Music. 
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constantly changing surfaces and colors characterized their 

works. 

Light was the central theme. Mist, fog, haze, snow and 

water were painted in a seemingly infinite number of brush 

strokes and colors, creating a shimmering surface which later 

led to pointillism. water, with its implications of 

unfathomable depths, mystery, and dreams, was a major motif. 

This dream world created a link with the symbolists in 

the literary world. The symbolists were heavily influenced by 

the aesthetics of Edgar Allan Poe, who had himself been 

influenced by the theories of E.T.A. Hoffman regarding 

correspondences: the deliberate intermingling of all of the 

impressions of the senses. Poe fashioned words for atmosphere 

rather than for meaning. He dedicated Eureka to dreamers and 

to those who put their faith in dreams as the only realities. 

"From the verbal music of Poe--not excluding the 
tintinnabulations of the bells, bells, bells--was 
derived an incentive to the writing of verse that 
of itself was sonorous and musical; in the end it 
was carried so far that certain vowels were 
regarded as having the sound of individual 
instruments of the symphonic ensemble and there was 
something akin to conscious 'orchestration' in 
their use." (Thompson 168) 

Poe's works had a major impact on Mallarme (one of Poe's 

major translators), Maeterlinck, and Verlaine. Mallarme's 

stated objectives were vagueness and imprecision. He explored 
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the world of fantasies and dreams, and felt that music was the 

"perfect analogy for the elusiveness and ev~nescence of the 

poetic experience." Maeterlinck's Pelleas et Melisande shows 

the influence of Poe in its elusive dream-like quality. In a 

letter to Leon Lemonnier of June 22nd, 1928, Maeterlinck 

wrote: 

"Edgar Poe has exerted over my work, as over that 
of all others of my generation, a great, profound 
and lasting influence. lowe to him the birth in 
my work of a sense of mystery and the passion for 
the beyond." (Lockspeiser 196) 
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THE MUSICAL LANGUAGE OF IMPRESSIONISM 

In general, Debussy seems to have had a greater affinity 

with writers and painters than he had with other musicians. 

His artistic affinity with Verlaine is well known. He was 

also very influenced by Poe, and in fact stated that he felt 

"haunted" by the writer (Lettres a deux amis). 

other 

"The identification that is proquced with the 
baudelerian spirit of Poe--'the almost excruciating 
tyranny' that the writer exercised over the 
musician, is one of the phenomenons in the 
evolution of Debussy that must be ranked along with 
the inspiration of Verlaine and Wagner." 
(Lockspeiser) 

For Debussy, aural pleasure took ~precedence over all 

considerations, especially traditional harmonic 

convention. He wanted to trpnsmit evocative impressions and 

inner nuances with a sense of immediacy and spontaneity. This 

new musical aesthetic required a new syntax. 

One of Debussy's most significant innovations was non

functional harmony, that is, the denial of the major-minor 

harmonic structure. A strong tonal center would not aid in 

aChieving the ideals of imprecision and muted atmosphere. 

"Sense" (chord function) and:"sound" (sonority) were separate 

values, and sound could exist without sense. Chords were no 

longer required to serve any harmonic function: extended 
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tertian sonorities, both dominant and secondary, were used 

without preparation and without resolution. Added note chords 

were used frequently as consonances. Minor and major triads 

were juxtaposed. Parallel fifths and fourths added a color 

reminiscent of medieval organum. 

Melody also took on new features. Church modes were used 

frequently, and the influence of the East and Russia was 

apparent in the growing use of pentatonic scales, decorative 

arabesques, and whole-tone scales. 

Timbre was also used to create new sonorities, an example 

being the extensive use of pedal tones. The IIFrench slur ll was 

exploited by Debussy as a coloristic effect. A tremendous 

amount of refinement and sophistication is evident in the 

pointillistic details of timbre in the orchestrations of 

Debussy's works. That Debussy entrusted Caplet with so many 

of his orchestrations is added evidence of his respect for 

Caplet's artistry. 
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THE MUSICAL AESTHETIC OF CAPLET 

It is clear from an analysis of the wartime songs of 

Caplet that, although Caplet mastered the syntactical musical 

language of Debussy, he used it with great skill and 

originality to express his own aesthetic and personal values. 

Regarding Caplet's musical language Hoeree stated that: 

"Caplet definitely broke with classical 
development, which is often no more than the 
inappropriate kneading of a theme. Besides, he 
scarcely employs thematic music (one finds little 
or no characteristic theme in Caplet) and builds 
his edifices with new materials . he 
sUbstitutes the development of thought. ,,20 

Spencer states in her article "The Melodies of Andre Caplet": 

"Caplet's technique is in no way illogical; when he 
employs counterpoint it moves freely but surely, 
and his harmonies have a feeling of logical 
connection. His conception, although related to 
Debussy, never borrows Debussy's syntax exactly. 
He fashions his musical language from the image of 
his own thought. "(S) 

20Arthur Hoeree, "L'Oeuvre d' Andre Caplet," La Revue 
Musicale 9 (July 1925): 13. 

"Caplet rompt definitivement avec Ie "developpement 
classique" qui n'est souvent plus que Ie malaxage inopportun 
d'un theme. D'ailleurs, il ne pratique guere la musique 
thematique (on trouve peu ou point de "theme" caracterise chez 
Caplet) et edifie ses constructions avec materiaux 
nouveaux. . il substitue Ie "developpment de pensee." 
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Melodie is inherently a Gesamtkunstwerk. It is rarely 

the result of a personal collaboration, but rather the result 

of the meeting of two art forms in one mind (the composer's) , 

with the consequent metamorphosis of a new and independent art 

form. Text is clearly a major element in this composite art 

form, and it is in fact the raw creative material with which 

the composer begins. 

Prosody is a characteristic feature of the melodie, 

whether the text is high-flown classical verse or colloquial 

French. The desire to convey nuance, rhythmic variety and 

word sonority has resulted in a complex and expressive musical 

language. 

Not all composers are equally attentive to details of 

structure, meaning, and sound in a poem; some choose the 

highest level of poetry, discern the details of its literary 

features, perceive the inherent musicality of its poetic line, 

and strive to enhance the poem with music as a sister art. 

Debussy and Wolf are excellent examples of this approach. 

Others may not possess conscious awareness of the intricacies 

of the musico-poetic line, but may nonetheless evidence a 

subconscious affinity with the poet's intent. Others, having 

little interest in the specific literary and musical 

characteristics of a poem regardless of its quality, become in 

a sense the equivalent of the metaphor dl.rector of the 

theatre: they identify what they conceive to be the central 
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abstract truth within the original art work, then take great 

liberties in conveying that truth. 

to project a general mood. 

still others are content 

It is typical of caplet that he, with his need for 

precision and detail, and his keen awareness of artistic 

nuances of beauty and meaning, was extremely sensitive to the 

poetic line in his melodies. He was not only a sensi ti ve 

word-setter, but an inspired text-painter as well. 

letter to Yvonne Gouverne, he wrote: 

"Speak of the heart .••• ! fine enough--but 
everyone has heart! Rodrigue has heart; the grocer 
has heart, and nonetheless this latter, despite the 
malleability of his viscera, will never discover 
and can never def ine for himself the va1u'es, of 
intensity, of color that ensure the order of the 
musical oeuvre; the role of a note, of a chord, 
their function, in the complex game of harmonies; 
he will never grasp what creates tension or 
relaxation in a phrase; the rapport between the 
word and the note, between the literary phrase and 
the musical phrase; the bonds that unite poetry and 
music--or their absence. • • • in sum, a host of 
things that are part of the undert.aking and that 
one cannot summarize in saying 'sing with all your 
heart' and 'respect the music.' Obviously 'resEect 
the letter' but 'penetrate into the spirit.' "1 

In a 

21Yves-Marc, "Andre Caplet," La Revue Musicale 180 
(January 1939): 41. 

"Parler du coeur ..•• ! fort bien--mais tout 1e monde a 
du coeur! Rodrigue a du coeur; l' epicier a du coeur et 
cependant ce dernier, ma1gre 1a ma11eabi1ite de son viscere, 
ne decouvrira pas et ne pourra definir de 1ui-meme 1es va1eurs 
d'intensite, de cou1eur qui assurent l'ordonnance d'une oeuvre 
musicale; 1e role d'une note, d/un accord, leur fonction, dans 
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It is clear from this quote that an analysis of the 

poetry set by Caplet will serve to broaden an understanding of 

the subtlety, finesse, refinement, and sophistication of his 

musical language. However, a discussion of the context of 

these melodies, the Great War, must precede their analysis. 

Ie jeu complexe des harmonies; saisir ce qui fait declancher 
l'ascension ou la chute d'une phrase; les rapports entre Ie 
mot et al note, entre la phrase litteraire et la phrase 
musicale; les liens qui unissent la poesie a la musique--ou 
leur absence • • • bref un tas de choses qui font partie de 
l'enseignment et qU'on ne peut resumer en disant 'chantez avec 
tout votre coeur' et 'respectez la musique.' Evidemment 
'respectez la lettre' 'mais penetrez en l'esprit.'11 
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THB GREAT WAR 

Deep-seated tension between the Slav minority and the 

Austro-Hungarian ruling class of the Hapsburg Empire 

interrupted the long European peace in the late summer of 

1914, when Serbian patriots assassinated the heir to the 

imperial throne at Sarajevo, setting off a chain reaction that 

brought Russia and Germany face to face. France refused to 

stay neutral, and Germany declared war on her on August 3, 

launching a large part of its army westward hoping to break 

through neutral Belgium to France. This began what is widely 

known as the "Race to the Sea." The violation of Belgian 

neutrality provoked the British to declare war on Germany, and 

to send soldiers to aid the French. By the end of August the 

French were falling back, but the patriotism in the defense of 

"1 'Union sacree" kept the French fighting during a war of 

unparalleled scale and horror. France bore the brunt for the 

Triple Entente. 

As the Germans marched on Paris, General Joffre defended 

the capital. A line of trench warfare from the Vosges to 

Flanders evolved, beginning a four year stalemate. The French 

held their own through the battle of Verdun and the Marne. 

There were mutinous rumblings due to poor living conditions, 

and in 1916 General Petain did a great deal to improve trench 

living and the furlough system. with the help of the 
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Americans the stalemate was broken. Germany signed an 

armistice on November 11th and the Peace Treaty of Versailles 

in the following year (auston 189-90). 

The France of the first decade of the twentieth century 

had been a self-confident and prosperous nation. The long 

peace, since 1871, and the rise of the middle class in the 

nineteenth century, had nurtured a world view of progress and 

optimism. It is one of the paradoxes of the Great War that 

this war simultaneously represented the death of an old way of 

life, and the development of modern consciousness. 

The premier of Stravinsky's Le Sacre du Printemps in May, 

1913, seems in retrospect strangely prophetic. In Le Sacre an 

innocent maiden is immolated as a sacrifice for the return of 

spring. In the war millions were sacrificed as nations vied 

for power and freedom. The renowned violinist Fritz Kreisler 

wrote in his book Four Weeks in the Trenches: 

liThe moon had risen, throwing fantastic lights and 
shadows over the desolate landscape and the heaped
up dead. These grotesque piles of hUman bodies 
seemed like a monstrous sacrificial offering 
immolated on the altar of some fiendishly cruel, 
antique deity.1I (54-55) 

Caplet, like Debussy, was heavily influenced by Poe. In 

1908 he composed The Masque of the Red Death, a symphonic 

study for chromatic Harp and string orchestra. It is based on 

Poe's work by the same name and, like Stravinsky's Le Sacre, 

suggests an eerie foreboding of the war to come. 



"The 'RED DEATH' had long devasted the country. No 
pestilence had been ever so fatal, or so 
hideous .•.• But the Prince Prospero was happy and 
daunt!ess and sagacious . • . he summoned to his 
presence a thousand hale and light-hearted friends, 
and with these retired to . • • deep seclusion [to] 
enjoy a masked ball of the most unusual 
magnificence ... it was a voluptuous scene, that 
masquerade •... The Red Death .... had come like 
a thief in the night • . • shrouded from head to 
foot in the habiliments of the grave. • • .And one 
by one dropped the revellers in the blood-bedewed 
halls of their revel, and died each in the 
despairing posture of his fall." (739-744). 
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A parallel tension existed in the arts, as the avant-

garde sought to be freed from the traditions of the past 

(Eckstein xiv). It is a point of irony that, responding to 

his personal experiences of a war that toppled the old order 

socially and politically, Caplet used musical language that 

itself undermined the traditions of classical music such as 

tonality and form. 

War music can take on many forms. It can be written with 

an agenda of social and political reform meant to impact 

events. It can be ceremonial and/or festive for directly 

military purposes, as in the case of Caplet's Marche. 

Finally, it can be an expression of personal experiences that 

contains purely aesthetic values, as in the case of the nine 

melodies under discussion. Although these melodies were not 

socially or politically motivated, it is nonetheless 

wonderfully ironic that Caplet's was a dual front. While 
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engaged in physical warfare in the trenches against the 

Germans, caplet simultaneously composed in the trenches in a 

musical language that had evolved in part, through Debussy, as 

the result of a nationalistic attempt to throw off the 

shackles of foreign, particularly German and particularly 

Wagnerian, domination. 

The reality of trench warfare, the context of caplet's 

nine melodies, can only inadequately be conveyed. General 

Petain related seeing "innocent youths entering the 'furnace 

of Verdun' for the first time feigning lightheartedness and 

indifference. When the survivors came out they had 

expressions 'frozen by a vision of terror'" (Eckstein 172). 

Physical conditions were of the most severe: freezing 

temperatures, knee-deep mud in which men had to stand for 

hours or days, forming a plaster on the body that could not be 

removed for days or weeks, the constant infestation by rats 

and insects, insufficient food supplies that led to near 

starvation in some cases. sanitation facilities were minimal, 

and often the men in the trenches were surrounded by excrement 

and the stench of their dead comrades' bodies. Tragedy was a 

constant reality. At any moment an attack could turn a quiet 

evening into a scene of death and dying. The sound of the 

wounded crying out in no man's land would linger for days. 

Perhaps one of the greatest horrors was man's ability to 

adjust to such inhuman circumstances. Fritz Kreisler stated: 



"centuries drop from one, and one becomes a 
primeval man, nearing the cave-dweller in an 
incredibly short time. For twenty-one days I went 
wi thout taking off my clothes, sleeping on wet 
grass or in mud, or in the swamps, wherever need 
be, and with nothing but my cape to cover me. 
Nothing disturbs one. One night, while sleeping, 
we were drenched to the skin by torrential rains. 
We never stirred, but waited for the sun to dry us 
out again ..•• A certain fierceness arises in you, 
an absolute indifference to anything the world 
holds except your duty of fighting. You are eating 
a crust of bread, and a man is shot dead in the 
trench next to you. You look calmly at him for a 
moment, and then go on eating your bread. Why not? 
There is nothing to be done." (64-66) 
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There were many ironies in the war as well. For example, a 

very touching scene ensued when starving Russians came to 

Kreisler's camp one day begging for food. The Austrians 

reached far into their paltry resources and sent the Russians, 

their enemies, back with many provisions. "It is wonderful 

how the most tender flowers of civilization can go hand in 

hand with the most brutal atrocities of grim ~odern warfare" 

(75) • There were Christmas ceasefires as well, on both 

fronts, during which members of both sides met in no man's 

land to exchange gifts of cigars, tobacco, or alcohol. 

Although Caplet's letters to Debussy du~ing the war have 

not been found, a letter from Debussy to another friend during 

the war relates the contents of one of Caplet's letters: 



"Oh, my poor Godet, to live in such a way, that is 
the worst of nightmares. Look here, I received a 
letter from one of my friends--Andre Caplet--who is 
a liaison agent on the Verdun side. This man plays 
with death from morning until evening, and still he 
manages to be in high spirits. He is followed in 
the trenches by a dismantled piano! The other day, 
he was interrupted by a rain of 105 which nearly 
rendered him as dismantled as the piano. .He 
continued several meters below ground, he's a hero, 
make no doubt about it! Were it possible, I would 
willingly replace him, but with my usual luck, I 
would already be dead several times. ,,22 
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It is very likely that composing was a significant way in 

which Caplet maintained a connection with his own humanity, 

and with God. The image of him at his piano, surrounded by 

the horrors of trench warfare, writing melodies of exquisite 

beauty that convey the depth of his nostalgia, his grief for 

dead comrades, and his religious faith, is extraordinary. 

22Claude Debussy, Lettres a deux amis, Robert Godet et G. 
Jean-Aubry (paris: Librairie Jose corti, 1942) 157. 

"Ah, mon pauvre Godet, vivre de cette fac;:on-la, c'est Ie 
pire des cauchemars! Tenez, je rec;:ois des lettres d'un de mes 
amis--Andre Caplet--qui est agent de liasion du cote de 
Verdun. cet homme joue depuis Ie matin jusqu'au soir avec la 
mort, et il trouve Ie moyen d'etre plein d'entrain. II est 
suivi dans les tranchees par un piano demontable! L'autre 
jour, il a ete interrompu par une refaie de 105 qui a failli 
Ie rendre aussi demontable que Ie piano ••.• il a continue a 
quelques metres sous terre, c'est un heros, n'en doutez pas! 
si c'etait possible, j'irais volontiers Ie 
remplacer ...• mais avec rna chance habituelle, je serais deja 
mort plusieurs fois." 
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LES MELODIES: LA POESIE, LA HUSIQUE 

The following discussion of the wartime melodies of Andre 

Caplet will include: the original French text, an English 

translation, and a discussion of the poet f the poetic form, 

the poetic content, and the musical setting. Information was 

not uncovered on poets R. P. Lacordaire and Jacques Hebertot. 

The melodies will be presented in chronological order of 

composition, to the extent that this is determinable, with the 

exception of "Foret." "Foret" was actually the penultimate 

war song, but since it comes from the same cycle as "In Una 

Selva Oscura," and shares textual ideas, I will discuss them 

consecutively. The second melodie, "Solitude," with poetry by 

Ochse, was not available for the purposes of this study: it 

has never been published, and the original manuscript, which 

is housed in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, is not in 

public domain. 
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French versification 

The following outline of French versification will serve as a 

guide to the poetic analysis to follow23 • 

There are three principal parisyllabic lines of classical 
French prosody: 

ALEXANDRINE: 

Classic binary: A twelve-syllable line divided 
by a medial caesura, creating 
two hemistiches, each of which 
normally contains one other 
accent besides the obligatory 
ending accent. 

"Quand reverrai-je, h€das, / / de mon petit village. • . " 

Trimeter: A twelve-syllable line divided 
into three measures. The 
hemistich is dislodged. 
Syncopated feel. A nineteenth 
century innovation. 

"Couleur de feuilles, / couleurs d'ecorces, / couleur de 
reves." ("Foret") 

23For the following outline of French versification I am 
indebted to Clive Scott's excellent discussion of this subject 
in Prendergast's Nineteenth-century French Poetry. 
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DECASYLLABIC: 

Classical division: 4 + 6, 6 + 4. The hexasyllabic 
element usually contains two 
accents, the tetrasyllabic 
element one. 

19th Century: 5 + 5 with a caesura and one 
other accent, as well as many 
other possibilities. 
Baudelaire chose 5 + 5 for 
images of reflection. 

OCTOSYLLABIC: Only one fixed accent, on the 
eighth syllable. Invites 
ei ther a two or three accent 
reading. Ambiguous, fluid 
meter. 

"La nuit d'ombre, 
("Nuit d' Automne") 

de soie et d'or" 

VERS IMPAIR: Imparisyllabic (13, 11, 9, 7, 5 syllables), 
scarce in classical verse. Usually associated 
with vers libere of poets such as Verlaine, 
Rimbaud and Laforge. Intrinsically anti
oratorical. 

"et je sais qu'il me faut par vous des miracles, . .. 
("Detresse" ) 

" 

VERS LIBERE: Cultivation of vers impair. More uninhibited 
use of Alexandrine trimeter. Increasingly 
bold enjambement. Rhythmic destabilization. 

enjambement refers to the continuation of a 
grammatical construction from one poetic line 
to another: 
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"Entre nous et Ie bruit un rideau de verdure ... ... 

Tremble at chatoie, nous protege et soupire, • .• " 
(" In Una Sel va Oscura") 

VERS LIBRE: Lines of any length used, in indiscriminate 
combination. Free rhyming pattern. Rhyming 
by acoustic kinship. 

RHYME: standard until the end of the nineteenth century. 

Different degrees of rhyme: 

rime pauvre (faible) 

rime suffisante 

rime riche 

rime leonine 

tonic vowel alone 

rhyme of tonic vowel 
& following 
consonant(s) 

rhyme of tonic vowel 
& preceding 
consonant(s) and any 
following consonants 

rhyme of tonic vowel 
and preceding 
syllable(s) 

This rhyming system changed to a numerical approach in 
the twentieth century: the greater the number of 
identical phonemes, the richer the rhyme. 

Weaker rhymes suggest the prosaic, the unassuming, the 
impoverished, etc. 

Richer rhymes suggest the poetic, the authoritative, the 
opulent, etc. 

rime croisee: 

rime embrassee: 

alternating rhyme (ABAB) 

enclosed rhyme (ABBA) 



"Nuit d'Automne" 
Henri de Regnier 

Le couchant est si beau, parmi 
Les arbres d'or qu'il ensanglante, 
Que Ie jour qui meurt a demi 
Retarde sa mort grave et lente. 

Le crepuscule sur les roses 
Est si pur, si calme et si doux 
Que toutes ne se sont pas closes 
Et que j'en cueille une pour vous. 

Les feuilles chuchotent si bas 
Une a une ou toutes ensemble 
D'arbre en arbre qu'on ne sait pas 
si tu ris ou si Ie bois tremble. 

La riviere coule si douce 
Entre les roseaux bleus des pres, 
si douce, si douce, si douce 
Qu'on ne sa it pas si vous pleurez. 

La nuit d'ombre, de soie et d'or 
Du fond du silence est venue 
Et l'automne est si tiede encor 
Que tu pourras t'endormir nue. 
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Autumn Night24 

The sunset is so beautiful, among 
the golden trees stained with its blood, 
that the half-dying day 
restrains its somber and slow death. 

The twilight on the roses 
is so pure, so calm, and so soft 
that all have not yet closed 
and I gather one for you. 

The leaves whisper so quietly 
one by one or all in harmony 
from tree to tree that one does not know 
whether you laugh, or whether the forest trembles. 

The stream runs so gently 
between the blue reeds of the meadows, 
so gently, so gently, so gently 
that one does not know whether you cry. 

The night of shadow, silk, and gold 
from the depths of silence is come 
and autumn is still so warm 
that you could slumber nude. 

48 

24AII translations in this document are by this writer. 
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Henri de Regnier was born on December 28, 1864, in 

Honfleur on the Normandy coast. He died in Paris in May of 

1936. Born into an aristocratic family, he studied law in 

preparation for the diplomatic service which he soon abandoned 

in favor of writing poetry and novels. In 1896 he married 

Marie de Herdia, the daughter of the Parnassian poet Jose

Marie de Herdia. Marie was herself a poet, writing under the 

pen name Gerard d'Houville. 

Regnier's early works, which first appeared in literary 

reviews of the mid-1800's, reveal a Parnassian aesthetic. By 

1890 he had begun to explore meters other than Alexandrine, 

including the vers libre of the symbolists at which he 

excelled. In his later works Regnier returned to classical 

forms. Among his influences were his father-in-law, Andre 

Chenier, Sully Prudhomme, Mallarme, and Verlaine, who liked 

what he termed the "heroic symbolism" of Regnier's sonnets 

(Harvey 597). 

The essence of Regnier's poetry rests in the 

juxtaposition of nostalgia for the past and sensual images of 

the present. His is a poetry of regret and incantation that 

evokes past eras, and in their evocation restores their 

charms. The past for him includes antiquity with its 

divinities, the past of his own aristocratic and colorful 

family with a known history extending back to the Renaissance, 

and a certain passe indefini, a vague nostalgia for childhood 
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or a lost Eden. He uses images of nature symbolically, 

believing that the visible world hides a spiritual reality 

just as the present hides the past. This hidden, pantheistic 

world is glimpsed through the imagery of the double: 

reflections, echos and mirrors. The sensual, even erotic 

images of the present are shrouded in a mysterious atmosphere 

cast by the labyrinth ian intricacies of shadows, nocturnal 

gardens, and twilight (Beaumarchais 1884-85). 

"Nuit d'Automne" is an exquisite example of the 

juxtaposition of images of impending death and disappearing 

sensations and beauty. Autumn is itself a paradoxical, 

unstable image, in which both a receding summer and an 

impending winter are present by implication. This paradox is 

intensified by the parallel metaphor of the sunset, which 

mixes darkness with light and color. The sun is setting, the 

day is dying, the twilight is on the roses, and the night is 

spun of shadow, silk, and gold. Death casts beauty in the 

rich, magical light of nostalgia, thus heightening beauty's 

value in the midst of its dissolution. 

This poem is written in octosyllabic verse, a fluid meter 

capable of parceling syntax into sequences of momentary 

tableaux well suited to symbolism (Prendergast 251). Its five 

quatrains have an ABAB rhyme scheme, and alternating masculine 

and feminine rhymes. Versification is obscured, however, by 

the combination of an enjambement at the end of the first 
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line, and the particular pattern of rhythmic accents chosen by 

Regnier and upheld by Caplet. until the third line, when the 

rhyme scheme becomes clear and the rhythmic pattern is no 

longer ambiguous, this poem could be classic binary 

Alexandrine verse. Thus poetic form reveals a nostalgia for 

the past that underscores thematic content. 

Equally deceptive is Regnier's use of word relationships. 

The initial auditory impression of the poem's first verse 

suggests a symmetrical pairing of the words "or" (gold) and 

"beau" (beautiful), as the accented final syllables of two 

hemistiches in an Alexandrine line. Instead, in octosyllabic 

versification the word "or" is ingeniously paired internally, 

by means of a "rime riche," with the word "mort" (death). The 

structural, auditory, and thematic connection between "or" and 

"beau" is thus an illusion. The association between "or,u 

representing beauty, light and life, and "mort," meaning 

death, is revealed as the deeper message because of its 

interior placement (thus its inner meaning), its rhyme, and 

the unraveling of the Alexandrine line. It is interesting to 

note that another exponent of symbolism, Remy de Gourmont, 

refers in his first Livre des Masques to "or" and "mort u as 

two of his favorite words (Lowell 158). 

Ambigui ty also exists in the poet's relationship to 

nature. The poet does not know if the sound he hears is the 

lover laughing or the forest trembling. The stream runs so 
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softly that he mistakes it for the crying of the lover. The 

line of demarcation between humanity and nature is itself 

obscured, and nature is personified, representing the inner 

landscape of the human psyche. Man's vulnerability ("tu 

pourras t'endormir nue") in a dissolving landscape is sharply 

etched against the setting sun. 

The sunset was a recurrent theme in the art that emanated 

from the Great War. It expressed one of the paradoxical 

realities of trench warfare. The everpresent shadow of death 

threw the beauty of nature, and all it represented of life, 

love, and eternity, into high relief. Nature resonated with 

nostalgia. The sunset, coupling the ideas of beauty and loss, 

was an ideal symbol of this nostalgia. 

"Morning and evening stand-to's were the occasions 
when the sky especially offered itself for 
observation and interpretation •••• It was a cruel 
reversal that sunrise and sunset, established by 
over a century of Romantic poetry and painting as 
the tokens of hope and peace and rural charm, 
should now be exactly the moments of heightened 
ritual anxiety. 'Was it Ruskin who said that the 
upper and more glorious half of Nature's pageant 
goes unseen by the majority of people? ••. Well, 
the trenches have altered that. shutting off the 
landscape, they compel us to· observe the sky; and 
when it is a canopy of blue fle(:ked with whit~ 
clouds. . . and when the earth below is a shell
stricken waste, one looks up with delight, 
recalling perhaps the days when, as a small boy, 
one lay on the garden lawn at home counting the 
clouds as they passed.' 

". • • . by the time the war began, sunrise and 
sunset had become fully freighted with implicit 



aesthetic and moral meaning. When a participant in 
the war wants an ironic effect, a conventional way 
to achieve one is simply to juxtapose a sunrise or 
sunset with the unlovely physical details of the 
war that man has made." (Fussell 53-55) 
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Caplet's choice of "Nuit d'Automne" as the first poem to 

set to music during the war implies his sense of witnessing an 

irreversible transformation of the world as he had known it. 

It is an interesting point of confluence that the Great War 

came into full swing during the autumn of 1914. The fact that 

during the war Caplet set the poetry of fellow Normans 

Henriette Charasson, Henri de Regnier, Remy de Gourmand, and 

Jacques Hebertot (whose poem is moreover entitled "Friere 

Normande"), underscores his sense of nostalgia. 

Caplet's setting of "Nuit d'Automne" paints the text in 

a sensuous musical language that is full of nuance and color. 

The key signature is Bb major, but Caplet waits until the last 

page of the melodie to establish this as a tonal center I 

perhaps underscoring the sense of transition and waiting. An 

initial open octave pedal on A sets up the expectation of a 

tonal center. The texture contracts with the intensely 

dissonant addition of both g# and b, implying the dominant 6/4 

in the key of A. On the word "beau," two measures after the 

initial open octave, the texture blossoms to a span of nearly 

four octaves. 
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However, consistent with the deceptive pairing of the words 

"beau" and "or," this is a deceptive cadence resolving to 

FMmM9 instead of to A. In the following measure, measure 4, 

where we would expect Bb to follow FMmM9, he places a b half-

diminished 4/2 on the words "les arbres d'or," again betraying 

our expectations. B is, moreover, a tritone from F, as 

distant tonally as possible. In measure 5 a sinuous 

descending chromatic line acts as a motive to express the 

staining of the golden trees with blood. In measure 8 the A 

pedal, the leading tone of Bb, and the fifth of DMM7, probably 

representing the sun, finally "sets" to Ab at the very moment 

that the text speaks of the day restraining its death. The 

theme of ambiguity and deception is thus expressed through the 

direct conflict of the poetic and the musical ideas. 

Simultaneously, the a half-diminished 7 - DMmM9 progression in 
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measures 6 and 7, V IV going to V in G minor, instead 

progresses to BbMmM7/6/5 in measure 8, a third relation root 

movement heard initially as an even more dissonant d 

diminished 4/3. The BbMm6/5 chord in measure 9, an unstable 

inversion, along with an orchestral expansion and contraction 

of the textural space in measures 10-13, and the unexpected 

tritone progression of G7 to c# half-diminished 7 after G7 

when C major or minor is expected, reinforces the concept of 

instability. Another deceptive cadence occurs in measure 13 

from C#M7 to d#min. 11. There is a harmonically colorful 

ascent over a C pedal on the word "roses" in measure 14, and 

a soft lyrical descent on the words "pur," "calme" and "doux" 

in measure 15. In measure 17 the fluid motion of the 

accompaniment is withheld by gentle, dissonant syncopations, 

expressing the restraining of the closing of the roses. 

In measure 19 the IIstaining with blood ll motif reappears, 

and the G7 chord, instead of resolving to C major or minor, 

goes to C#MmM9 in measure 20, a deceptIve gesture on the word 

"vous." The rose offered to the lover is a symbol of life, 

but we are reminded musicallY that, while blood can represent 

life, bleeding can represent death. In measure 22-23 the 

enharmonic equivalent of C#MmM9 (DbMmM9) moves in chromatic 

parallelism to D, then back to Db, harmonically painting the 

subtle whispering of the leaves. The subtle changes in 

rhythmic interplay (sixteenth notes, triplets, syncopation) 
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and pianistic touch (legato in the right hand, staccato in the 

left in measures 22-23, then reversed in measure 24), and the 

stepwise flutter in the middle piano part in measures 25-28 

also express the rustling of the leaves. The Bb MmM9 chord in 

measure 24 sets up the expectation of Eb. Instead, an 

unsettling E~mM9, whose root is a tritone away from the that 

of the previous chord, expresses the uncertainty as to whether 

the lover laughs, or the woods tremble. 

In measures 28-31 a sinuous chromatic line representing 

the stream (but also reminiscent of the staining motive of 

measure 5) rises and descends over a strong dominant harmony. 

In measure 32 the stream attempts to rise, suggesting an 

eventual resolution to EbMmM9. Instead, in measure 33 he 

sUbstitutes a chord whose root is a third away from the Eb 

dominant seventh chord, CMmM9. In measures 33-34 there are 

two attempts to ascend, each time a CMmM9 trying to resolve to 

F. In measure 34 the leading tone scale degree E goes to F, 

but the resolution is disguised harmonically by resolving to 

the tonic chord in second inversion. In measure 35 the 

chromatic, serpentine line of measures 28-31 insinuates itself 

into the resolution by means of a chromatic appogiatura. In 

measures 36-37 the same stark juxtaposition of chords that 

appeared in measure 27, b half-diminished - BMmM9, reappears 

with a parallel ambiguity of ideas in the text (lithe sound of 

the stream is so gentle that one does not know if you cry.") 
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The last section, beginning in measure 39 at the "plus 

lent," is full of sensual harmonic color. Expansive dominant 

harmonies begin this section, contracting through contrary 

motion in measures 39-42. A Bb7-G7-DbMmM7-b diminished 

progression built over part of an ascending harmonic minor c 

scale (f-g-ab-b) occurs twice. This scale color is reinforced 

by the G7 chord, which instead of going to c minor moves a 

tr i tone away to DbMmM9. This moves by chromatic mediant 

relationship to EMmM9 in measure 42, with the EMmM9 

irregularly resolving to 0 major. This harmonic retrogression 

by step colors the word "fond" (depths), and is concurrent 

with a textural expansion from approximately two octaves to 

nearly four and one-half octaves. In measures 49-50 the 

tritone root movement from EMmM9 BbMmM9 on the word 

"t 'endormir" (to sleep) is a particularly effective color 

change to the tonal center implied by th~ key signature. The 

accompaniment is then stripped away for one beat on the word 

"nue" (naked), followed by a GMm7. The piece:finally settles 
. ~. 

into Bb in the last few measures, the nakedness in the text 
... 

expressed through the use of melodic octaves at measures 51-

53. The final tonic chord at measure 53 (BbM9) is not 

precedeed by the usual dominant, ho·wever. Caplet instead uses 

GMmM9(vi9) as the penultimate chord, which elicits a much more 

ambiguous cadential effect. 



"Quand reverrai-je, helas!. II . . . 
Quelques vers de Joachim du Bellay exprimant un etat d'ame 

Quand reverrai-je, helas! de mon petit village, 
Fumer 1a cheminee, et en que11e saison 
Reverrai-je 1e c10s de ma pauvre maison 
Qui m'est une province et beaucoup davantage. 

"When will I see again, alas! ... " 
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Several verses by Joachim du Bellay expressing a state of the 
soul 

When will I see again, alas! in my little village 
the smoking chimney, and in what season 
will I again see the garden of my poor house 
which is to me a province, and much more. 

Joachim du Bellay was born in 1522 near Lire in Anjou, 

the poor relation of a distinguished family. His parents died 

when he was a child, and he was brought up in poverty by an 

elder brother. He suffered from illness as well, and became 

deaf in his twenties. Inspired by Ronsard, he sought to renew 

French poetry through the influence of the great classical 

writers. He was one of the earliest members of the Pl&iade 

group, and in 1549 published their manifesto, La Deffence et 

Illustration de 1a langue francaise, which attacked pre-

Renaissance poetry. After a serious illness he moved to Rome 

with a rich cousin, and became his steward. However, the 

clash between the grandeur of ancient Rome and the current 

materialistic society wore on his sensibilities. "Je suis ne 
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pour la Muse, on me fait menager!" (I was born for the muse, 

they make of me a housekeeper!) Les Antiquites de Rome and 

Les Regrets express his mourning for the lost greatness of 

Rome, his nostalgia for France, and his nostalgia for a 

personal happiness that continually eluded him. Both works 

were published after his return to France in 1558. Unable to 

obtain a financially secure position in France, his health 

broke down again and he died in 1560 at the age of thirty

seven. 

Du Bellay is known as the poet of nostalgia. He was the 

first master of the sonnet, a short, reserved form well-suited 

to the restrained expression of longing that permeates most of 

his works. One senses in his poetry a neo-platonic concept of 

the human soul in exile from heaven. The beauty found on the 

earth is a reminder of the eternal plane (Brereton 23-28). 

Wr i tten in binary Alexandrine meter, these verses contain 

a rime embrassee (ABBA) that reinforces the thematic concept 

of horne through encircling or embracing, accompanied by a 

corresponding masculine/feminine rhyme scheme that gives the 

encircling role to the feminine rhyme. 

The state of dreaming or day-dreaming is, like autumn and 

twilight, an ambiguous world poised between light and 

darkness, between the conscious and the subconscious. 

Dreaming is a creative means by which the subconscious 

transforms external reality into an internal landscape, in 
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which the dreamer is an artist. We build a physical house to 

give our physical bodies a place to live. We imagine a house 

for our inner soul to inhabit. Thus symbols of reality 

inhabit us so that we can inhabit them. Herein lies the 

philosophical connection between the dream world of du Bellay, 

and symbolist thought in which images of the external world 

both hide and reveal inner reality. In the poet's last line, 

"Qui m'est une province et beaucoup davantage" (underlining 

mine), he tells us that his house is so important to him that 

it seems to take on the dimensions of an entire province. 

Moreover, he says, it means much more than that. Since he has 

already expanded on the physical dimensions of the house, this 

can be construed to imply that his house provides spiritual as 

well as physical shelter. The external image of his horne 

becomes the symbol of a spiritual home. He houses himself in 

his own dream. 

However, dreaming is only one half of the artistic 

process. Writing a poem or a song about dreaming is an 

externalization of internal images, that reflects back to the 

original external images. This serves to concretize the inner 

reality those images represent, projecting those images to a 

yet higher plane of reality. Thus, like the house depicted in 

the poem, and like the dream, the artistic process can itself 

serve as both shelter and escape. Through nostalgia, which 

calls up the symbols of the inner world, and through the 
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concretization of the dream through the song, Caplet in 

essence builds a house which both hides and reveals him, and 

which serves as an alternate reality to the unacceptable 

reality of war. 

There are several features about these verses that 

highlight the intensity of Caplet's nostalgia in choosing to 

set them. First of all, the thematic material is itself 

highly nostalgic. Their poetic form is classic binary 

Alexandrine verse. Moreover, they were written by du Be11ay, 

a poet from the past. Finally, because of the frequency of 

nostalgia as a theme in du Be11ay's poetry, beyond being a 

poet from the past, he is typically identified as a poet of 

nostalgia. These verses, written when du Be11ay had been 

exiled from his country because of financial and health 

considerations, were set to music by Caplet while he fought in 

the trenches for a country he felt was being ~aken away from 

him. It is a mark of Caplet's high culture, to which Nadia 

Boulanger referred in a letter to Wi11iametta Spencer 

(Spencer 2~ that he was so attuned to the significance of the 

poets and the poetry of the distant past. 

This simple, one-page melodie is scored for either piano 

or harp accompaniment, the latter creating a particularly 

evocative and dreamlike atmosphere. "Quand reverrai-je, 

helas!.. "stands in sharp contrast with Caplet's other 

more complex and extensive melodies. He begins by reaching 
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into musical history, using the aeolian mode to create a 

gentle arabesque that rises and falls several times in a 

wandering motif over an A pedal. The wandering motif may 

represent both the sense of rootlessness he felt as a soldier. 

His nostalgia for the past, and his sense of the rootlessness 

of modern man, may be expressed by his choice of the aeolian 

mode. In measure 4 the A pedal becomes the third in F major, 

and then in measure 6 reverts to the tonic. contrary to 

Caplet's usual treatment of the vocal line, it starts high, on 

F2 in measure 3, and arches down and then back up, almost as 

though trying to recall something from the past. The vocal 

line ascends in gentle loops starting in measure 6, reaching 

an apex on A2 in measure 8 just as a chromatic descent to Cm6, 

1116 in a minor occurs in the bass. This gives the sense that 

the more one reaches for the desired objective, the more it 

slips away. 
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The statement that home is much more than a province is 

accompanied by A major (more positive than a minor). Parallel 

fifths from measure 10 until the end may represent a musical 

nostalgia that parallels the content of the text. The piece 

ends wistfully in A minor. He is still in the trenches. He 

is still a wandering soldier. 

"Quand reverrai-je, helas!. ." bears the inscription: 

"Several verses by Joachim Du Bellay expressing a state of the 

soul, set to music by Andre Caplet, liaison sergeant." When 

Debussy first heard Caplet's setting of these verses he was 

moved to tears and stated that he knew of no other music more 

moving in its quiet sadness and secret hope (Landormy). 



"La Croix Douloureuse" 
R. P. Lacordaire 

Helas! si vous l'aviez voulu, seigneur, 
elles ne couleraient pas de mes yeux 
ces larmes brulantes que je repands 
dans Votre presence; 

si vous l'aviez voulu, ils vivraient 
et seraient encore pres de moi, 
ces etres tendrement aimes, 
dont la mort a brise mon coeur. 

Mais j'adore Votre volonte, 
dont les desseins sont impenetrables, 
et qui est toujours misericordieuse 
jusque dans ses rigueurs apparentes; 

j'essaye de m'y soumettre sans murmurer; 
je courbe la tete et j'accepte, 0 mon Dieu, 
en l'unissant a la Votre, 
la croix dont Vous m'accablez. 

Je vous conjure seulement de m'aider 
a la porter. 

"The Anguished Cross" 

Alas! If You had willed it, Lord, 
they would not flow from my eyes 
these burning tears that I release 
in Your presence; 

if You had willed it, they would live 
and would still be near me, 
those so tenderly loved, 
whose death has broken my heart. 

But I love Your will, 
the ways of which are impenetrable, 
Your will that is always merciful 
even in its apparent harshness; 

I try to submit without murmuring; 
I bow my head and I accept, 0 my God, 
united with Yours, 
the cross with which You weigh me down. 

I implore You only to help me bear it. 

64 
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The fact that Caplet on occasion sets poets who are minor 

either by reputation or in terms of literary merit, in no way 

indicates a lack of sensitivity to the text. His brilliant 

text-setting precludes such a conclusion. Rather, it is 

evidence of Caplet's depth as an artist and person that he 

valued thematic and emotional content as much as literary 

merit, with no less excellence in musical result. 

"La Croix Douloureuse" does not follow a particular 

poetic form or rhyme scheme. Rather, with emotional realism 

and effective images, it is a prayer that vividly portrays the 

dark night of the soul. The poet's desire to trust in God is 

in conflict with the bitter anguish he experiences at the loss 

of loved ones. The repetition of the phrase "si vous l'aviez 

voulu" ("if it had been Your will") gives lip service to the 

power of God, but contains an implicit reproach. God could 

have averted this disaster. The concept "if only" represents 

a nostalgia that seeks to resurrect the dead. The second half 

of the poem reflects a shift in attitude, representing the 

duality of the poet's struggle. The repeated refrain 

" ... . si vous l'aviez voulu. . . "is dropped. with the 

words "Mais j'adore votre volonte . •.. " the poet not only 

accepts but beyond this acceptance chooses to love the will of 

God. It is in submitting to the cross that he experiences a 

transcendent union with God. Thus contained in this 

submission to the cross is an implied resurrection. 
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A by-product of the forced intimacy of trench warfare was 

a deep sense of comradeship. This transcended social lines. 

Fritz Kreisler writes: 

"Among the reserve officers of my battalion were a 
famous sculptor, a well-known philologist, two 
university professors (one of mathematics, the 
other of natural science), a prince, and a civil 
engineer at the head of one of the largest Austrian 
steel corporations. The surgeon of our battalion 
was the head of a great medical institution and a 
man of international fame. Among my men in the 
platoon were a painter, two college professors, a 
singer of repute, a banker, and a post official of 
high rank. But nobody cared. • • .A great cloak of 
brotherhood seemed to have enveloped everybody and 
everything, even differences in military rank not 
being so obvious at this time, for the officers 
made friends of their men, and in turn were 
worshiped by them." (10-11) 

Modris Eckstein relates that: 

"One became, in the war, 'naked, that is to say 
mankind viewed from the point of view of nature and 
not from the point of view of social 
classification.' 

". . . .A French soldier said that the comradeship 
of the trenches was 'the most tender human 
experience' that he had ever enjoyed." (230-31) 

with Caplet's choice and setting of this poem for his 

third war melodie, two new elements are introduced into his 

response to the war. Up until this point his expression of 

nostalgia, although poignant, has employed the somewhat 
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removed symbols of inner worlds and dreams. In this melodie, 

written "pendant la guerre pour un pauvre petit soldat de son 

regiment" ("during the war for a poor little soldier in his 

regiment") (Yves-Marc Revue Musicale 43), one has a sense both 

of the immediacy of his anguish and sense of loss, and of the 

depth of his faith in God. 

"La Croix Douloureuse" is the first melodie composed by 

Caplet during the war that contains a direct reference to 

Christianity and to God. Caplet began writing melodies in the 

late 1800's. until the outbreak of the war in 1914 he had 

composed only two songs with religious themes: "Oraison 

dominicale" and "Salutation angelique," part of a cycle which 

he completed with "symbole des ApOtres" in 1917. Of the nine 

melodies Caplet composed during the war years 1914-19, four 

contain overtly Christian themes and two contain oblique 

references to Christianity. One may thus surmise that one 

effect of the war was to lead Caplet to a deeper faith, and to 

a deeper desire to express that faith. 

The piano prelude begins with three measures of a German 

6 chord in second inverion over the throbbing, syncopated 

tonic pedal, progressing directly to the tonic chord of d 

minor rather than the expected I6/4 or V. This is accompanied 

by a sharp contrast in dynamics (ppp - cresco - ff) and a leap 

upwards of two octaves. 

pounded into the cross. 

One senses the pain as the nail is 

This mode change is repeated a third 
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lower in measures 6-7. A chromatic mediant move back to d 

minor follows. In measures 12-14 the resolution of vii 

diminished 6/5 (c# diminished 6/5) in d is resolved normally, 

but then is quickly obscured. In measure 15 the voice is 

gently ushered in on a ii diminished chord. A series of 

diminished chords prolongs the leading tone in measures 17 -21-

An arch form melody beginning at measure 18 over a c# pedal 

paints the building up of tears that are finally released in 

measure 22 in a descending triplet. There is a passing V-IV 

progression in measure 21 that underlines" the irresolution of 

the poet. A half-cadence at measure 22 is further dramatized 

by the use of leading tone harmony. 

An attempt to resolve back to 0 with the appearance of 

the dominant, A major, in measure 22 accompanies the concept 

of the presence of God. Instead, the tight knot of tension in 

this c# diminished 7 chord springs open with more minor 7th 

and diminished chords, a poco animando in measure 23, and 

rhythmic tension between voice and piano at the vocal entrance 

in measure 24. The F#Mm7 chord in measure 25 creates tension 

that gives the illusion of resolution with a Bb major chord in 

measure 26. The fact that this is a deceptive arrival 

portrays the poet's fantasy that his loved ones are still 

alive. Parallel fifths and fourths in measure 26, evocative 

of organum, underscore the sense of nostalgia. A tremolo in 

measure 27 paints the quivering of life. Instead of moving to 
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the dominant, the harmony progresses by third to d minor. In 

measure 29 a GMmM9 sets up the expectation for C major or 

minor. Instead, despite the expected root movement to C, we 

go instead to a secondary dominant, g# diminished 7, betraying 

that expectation. This accompanies the text in measures 30-31 

stating that death has broken the poet's heart. Concurrent 

syncopation interrupts the fluidity of the piano part. The g# 

diminished seventh, functioning as a German 6 chord, continues 

over the next few measures. The resolution to d minor is 

prolonged, as rhythmic acceleration and an ascending line in 

the piano portray a desperate desire to recreate the illusion. 

Then follow a drop in register, a slower tempo, and a modal 

approach to D major, depicting resignation and acceptance. 

The fact that the piece is now in D major reflects the 

poet's decision to not only accept, but to love the will of 

God. Dominant and tonic pedals underscore this decision to 

"return home. II The dominant harmony over a tonic pedal in 

measure 38 leads unexpectedly to EbMm7, a chord that is non

functional in D major. This accompanies the text "dent les 

desseins sent impenetrables" (lithe designs of Whom are 

impenetrable") . This is tollowed by another deceptive 

resolution (V13/IV) of dominant to tonic harmony through the 

chromatic mediant move to F# major, depicting the apparent 

harshness of God with a deceptive move to g# instead of to b. 

In measure 46 the sense of struggle is revealed by an unstable 
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chord, a diminished 7 chord on 0, the original tonic, on the 

text "j 'essaye de m'y soumettre" ("I attempt to submit"). The 

tension underlying the words "sans murmurer" is created by the 

use of dominant harmony with added clashing notes at the 

second. There is then a return to d minor in measure 49. 

Dominant and tonic alternate in half notes in measures 49-54, 

musically forming the shape of a cross. Above this relatively 

slow rhythm are increasingly faster' and complex rhythms and 

dissonances that project forward without a sense of 

'resolution, as well as a vocal line that gradually rises 

chromatically (C#-D-Eb-D-F) to "la croix" in measure 56. A 

brief foray into G major at measure 53 ends with a chromatic 

pivot chord as the poet unites his will with God's in measure 

55, and a deceptive move to b-flat (flat-vi) on "croix" 

expresses the pain of the decision. 
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The tempo then slows dramatically, and an ethereal tone is set 

by a series of parallel fifths from measure 59 to the end. D 

major is reintroduced as the final chord, implying ultimate 

acceptance of God's will. 

It is interesting to note that c# seems to hold special 

significance in this piece: it is introduced by the voice on 

the word "Seigneur," is repeated as a syncopated pedal in the 

piano, and appears elsewhere in the piece at significant 

moments. The melodie itself is in dID, with c# as the leading 

tone. caplet may have deliberately made a musical play on 

words with the two notes he chose to use as important pedals; 

they form an acronym of the title, with the sharp sign 

visually representing the cross itself. Thus "croix 

douloureuse" = c#-d. The sharp sign is used to represent the 

cross in "Symbole des Apotres" also, as discussed below. The 

strong tendency of the c# to resolve to d underlines the 

struggle of the poet to resolve his conflict. It may also 

symbolize the fact that inherent in the concept of the cross 

is a resurrection, underscored by the resolution to D major at 

the end of the piece. 



"prier. llorrAande" 
Jacques Hebertot 

Notre bonne Vierge Marie, 
A genoux nous vous implorons, 
Apprenez-nous comment on prie 
Pour mieux prier et nous prierons. 
Donnez de l'herbe a la prairie 
Et du solei I aux pomrniers ronds, 
Notre bonne Vierge Marie. 

Et vous, Messieurs les Saints Archanges, 
saint Nicolas et Saint Michel, 
Remplissez de ble d'or nos granges 
Et toutes nos ruches de miel. 
Dispersez beaucoup de mesanges 
Dans nos arbres qui vont au ciel, 
.0 vous Messieurs les Saints Archanges. 

saint Joseph, a la barbe blanche, 
Ami des betes et des gens, 
Faites qu'il so it toujours Dimanche 
Pour les gueux et les indigents. 
Posez des fruits sur chaque branche, 
Serions-nous par trop exigeants? 
saint Joseph, a la barbe blanche. 

Seigneur, Dieu de toutes les choses, 
Laissez, laissez grimper vos fleurs 
Le long des murs des maisons roses, 
Faites les jours, les mois meilleurs, 
Accordez-nous beaucoup de roses, 
Dans nos jardins et dans nos coeurs, 
o Seigneur, Dieu de toutes choses. 
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"Norman Prayer" 

Our kind virgin Mary, 
on our knees we implore you, 
teach us how to pray 
the better to pray and we will pray. 
Grant grass to the meadow 
and sun to the round apple-trees, 
our kind Virgin Mary. 

And you, our lords the holy archangels, 
saint Nicholas and saint Michael, 
replenish with golden grain our barns 
and all of our hives with honey. 
place many birds 
in our trees that reach to the sky, 
oh you our lords the holy archangels. 

saint Joseph, of the white beard, 
friend of animals and of people, 
make it always Sunday 
for the poor and the destitute. 
Place fruit on each branch, 
perhaps we are too demanding? 
saint Joseph, of the white beard. 

Lord, God of all things, 
allow, allow your flowers to climb 
the full length of the walls of the rose-colored houses, 
Make these days and months the best, 
grant us many roses, 
in our gardens and in our hearts, 
oh Lord, God of all things. 
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At first glance this poem appears to employ poetically 

simplistic devices that express a naive faith through charming 

images of rural life, childlike pleas and lightheartedness 

("Serions-nous par trop exigeants?"). Under examination, 

however, the poem reveals subtle sensibilities and depth in 
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both poetic form and content that express a delicate nostalgia 

for a former way of life, and for a former religious structure 

that facilitated a simple, childlike faith. 

"Priere Normande" is written in octosyllabic verse. As 

we observed in Regnier's "Nuit d'Automne," this meter 

possesses a fluid, ambiguous quality that made it attractive 

to symbolist poets. It is also suitable for verse of a 

lighter character, as in the case of this poem. The simple, 

almost nai ve rhythmic pattern produced by a single fixed 

accent on the eighth syllable along with the fast-paced rhyme 

scheme can lend this meter a quality of playful impertinence. 

The poet Henri Morier termed octosyllabic verse: "un vers que 

nous avons declare capricieux et insubordonne par definition" 

("a verse that we have declared capricious and insubordinate 

by definition") (Prendergast 251). 

The rhyme scheme of "Priere Normande" is a playful rime 

croisee: ABABABA. The repetition of the first line of each 

sestet causes each verse to end with "A," thus creating a 

rondo in the rhyme scheme, and turning each sestet into a less 

common septet. It is interesting to note that the number 

seven holds significance in Christian symbology. The quality 

of playfulness is extended by the "rime riche" of "ri" and 

"rons" as the rhyming syllables at the ends of the lines in 

the first septet: one obliquely hears the refrain "rirons, 

rirons, rirons" ("we will laugh, we will laugh, we will 
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laugh"). There is, however, a certain amount of doubt subtly 

embedded in the poem: the last "rirons" is cut off after 

"ri." The repetition of the first line at the end of the 

verse functions on a broader level as a "rime embrassee," 

creating a poetic embrace that underscores the desire for 

protection from the Virgin Mary and the saints. The fact that 

these lines, which begin (and thus end) each verse, name the 

one(s) to whom the prayer is directed adds a tender 

wistfulness to the prayer, a hint of nostalgia that represents 

the desire of the poet to surround himself with the saints and 

with God. In the final stanza he prays, "Accordez-nous 

beau coup de roses/Dans nos jardins et dans nos coeurs" ("Grant 

us many roses in our gardens and in our hearts"). The inner 

spiritual world, and its metaphorical connection with the 

outer world, is herein revealed. 

Normandy figures prominently in Caplet's music, as 

evidenced by his choice to set the poetry of Hebertot and 

other Normans such as Regnier and Gourmont. Moreover, Caplet 

took an interest in the folk music of the region, and seems to 

have been a collector of songs that had never previously been 

transcribed. In 1923 he composed a charming setting for the 

popular song "La part a Dieu" with the description "pour Ie 

jour des Rois (Epiphanie) .•• teIIe qU'on Ia chantait encore 

en Normandie en 1884 tout pres du 'havre-de-grace'" (llfor the 

day of the Kings (Epiphany). . as they still sang it in 
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Normandy in 1884 near the 'haven-of-grace'''). This piece was 

"recueillie et harmonisee" (collected and harmonized) by Andre 

Caplet. Beneath his name appear the telling words "musicien 

normand." 

As we have observed, the war evoked in caplet an intense 

nostalgia that pervades his war songs. In "Priere Normande" 

the object of his nostalgia is identified in a simple, soulful 

prayer for the prosperity of his province. This is 

significant on two levels: first, the state of agriculture 

during the war was a universal concern. With most of the 

able-bodied men at war, the necessity of feeding the nation 

fell to women and the old and young. Secondly, it speaks of 

Caplet's deep attachment to his province. The literal 

translation of Le Havre, his birthplace, is quite fittingly 

"the haven. II It is perhaps difficult for a contemporary 

audience living in a mobile society to fully appreciate the 

depth of connection that a person living at the turn of the 

century would have felt with his land of origin, and the sense 

of identity he would derive from this connection. The very 

fact that we have less appreciation of this connection is 

itself proof of the world-changing impact of the Great War. 

Caplet's nostalgia for a world he felt was slipping away was 

well founded. Not only would the land be forever changed, but 

so too would man's way of relating to that land. We are all 
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"les gueux et les indigents. H The prayer for the land becomes 

man's prayer for his own identity; indeed, for his very soul. 

This poem elicited from Caplet a charming and light

hearted but soulful musical setting that nonetheless employs 

musical language similar to that of his other more serious 

wartime melodies. The predominantly three-part texture of the 

first page, and the smooth lines created by inversions add to 

the graceful lightness. While this key signature of four 

sharps suggests either E or c# minor, it begins modally in g# 

phrygian, thus using an older system of organizing pitches 

that reflects the nostalgia expressed in the text for an older 

world system. A BMmMM11 chord (V11 of E major) in measure 16 

begins a dominant expansion that cadences deceptively with a 

tritone sUbstitute (FMmM9) in measure 18 on the word "soleil." 

Third relations lead to Ab and Db major as the saints are 

introduced, and E major returns as the saints are evoked auain 

in measure 40, accompanied by a rising voc;;!l line that 

climaxes on g#2. 
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A modulation to A major, accompanied by a decrease in 

dynamics, leads in measure 48 to a prayer to saint Joseph, 

friend of animals and people. There is then a return to E 

major. The request that it always be Sunday is accompanied by 

a plagal cadence in measure 55, followed by an augmented chord 

(establishing eM as the tonal center) that paints the 

compassion felt for "les gueux et 1es indigents." This verse 

ends in E major, which becomes V of A major. This leads to 

the deceptive cadence F#MmM9 and an augmented III (borrowed 

from A minor) on the question "serions-nous par trop 

exigeants?" There is a playful return to E major, but a 

chromatic mediant relationship (to Eb/D#), and chords 

suspended over two measures halt the forward momentum, 

highlighting "seigneur, Dieu de toutes 1es choses." The 

forward propulsion resumes with several chain dominants and 

increased rhythmic activity. The word "coeurs" is warmly 

colored by bVII7, borrowed from the parallel minor, and the 

piece ends with warm "religious-sounding" harmonies, including 

a final plagal cadence. 



"J:n Una Selva Oacura" 
Remy de Gourmont 

La lumiere est plus pure et les fleurs sont plus douces, 
Le vent qui passe apporte des roses lointaines, 
Les paves sous nos pieds deviennent de la mousse, 
Nous asp irons l'odeur des herbes et des fontaines. 

Un printemps nous enveloppe de son sourire, 
Entre nous et Ie bruit un rideau de verdure 
Tremble et chatoie, nous protege et soupire, 
Cependant que notre arne s'exalte et se rassure. 

o vie! Fais que ce leger rideau de verdure 
Devienne une foret impenetrable aux'hommes, 
ou nos coeurs, enfermes dans sa fraicheur obscure, 
soient oublies du monde, sans plus penser au monde! 

"In a Dark Forest" 

The light is purer and the flowers are sweeter, 
the wind that passes carries flowers from afar, 
the flagstones under our feet become moss, 
we breath in the fragrance of grass and of fountains. 

A spring envelops us with its smile, 
Between us and the tumult a curtain of foliage 
trembles and shimmers with color, protects us and sighs, 
while our soul is exalted and reassured. 

o life! transform this airy curtain of foliage 
into a forest impenetrable by men, 
where our hearts, enclosed in its mysterious coolness, 
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are forgotten by the world, no longer thinking about the 
world. 
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Remy de Gourmont was born in Normandy, at the Chateau of 

La Motte at Bazoches-en-Houlme, on April 4, 1848. He died in 

1915. He was the -descendant of a family of painters, 

engravers, and printers of the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries, and a direct descendent of the great classic writer 

Francois de Malherbe. In 1883 he came to Paris and obtained 

a position at the Bibliotheque Nationale, embarking on a 

career as a critic, novelist, and poet. His writings contain 

images of both his Parisian experiences, and the fields and 

apple orchards of Normandy. 

As the leading apologist for the symbolists, he opposed 

traditionalism and defended new literary departures. He came 

of age at the end of the era of Romantic writers, and was 

influenced by the theory of Mallarme that poetry lies more in 

the sound of words than in their sense. Gourmont expressed 

through poetry his belief that the world exists on a symbolic 

plane, and that our perception of it is illusory. Although 

not considered a major poet, possibly due to his diverse 

interests, his mastery of verbal nuance and effect greatly 

influenced other poets. 

111) . 

He was a poet's poet (Lowell 107-

This poem is composed of three quatrains in binary 

Alexandrine meter, with two occurrences of enjambement. The 

rime croisee ends with a slant rhyme in the final quatrain. 
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Like the dark forest that creates a world impenetrable to 

men, Gourmont veils the meaning of this poem with an obscure 

Italian title. An understanding of the title, however, turns 

the dark forest into a "leger rideau de verdure." "In Una 

Selva Oscura" is the opening line of Dante's Inferno. 

"Midway upon the journey of our life I found myself 
in a dark wood, where the right way was lost." 
(Hutchins 1) 

The revival of interest in Dante which took place during 

the Romantic period was the result of a greater interest in 

foreign literature, a greater interest in Italy, a search for 

inspiration from the Middle Ages, and a belief that 

Christianity could be a rich source of literary ideas. This 

revival did not necessarily constitute an in-depth knowledge 

of Dante's works, but references to well-known themes, 

especially those in the Inferno, abounded. The somber and 

even macabre side of Dante resonated with writers who 

increasingly turned to the supernatural as a reaction against 

the austerity of the seventeenth century and the scientific 

rationalism of the eighteenth century. Dante's image as the 

"poet in exile," a variation of the Romantic hero victimized 

relentlessly by fate, was also appealing (Pitwood 265-275). 
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At the hands of the symbolist poet Gourmont these Romantic 

values undergo a fascinating transformation. 

The philosophical framework of the Inferno is orthodox 

Christianity. The action of Dante's poem begins on the night 

before Good Friday in the year 1300, as can be derived from 

the cross reference (pun intended) in Canto XXI 112-114. 

Dante was thirty-five years old, approximately the age of 

Christ when He was crucified (Hutchins 1). The dark forest is 

a symbolic garden of Gethsemane, and thus clearly suggests a 

symbolic dark night of the soul. 

Given the dark and ominous context established by the 

poem's title, Gourmont's opening words are striking: "La 

lumiere est plus pure.. ." He evokes the horror of Dante's 

descent into hell in the title, but does not deliver on this 

theme. Instead, he creates an ethereal haven of beauty, 

color, lightness, and light. This is a poem of transformation 

and resurrection. We expect death, and instead the poet 

invokes life. 

spiritual life. 

"Nous aspirons" and "Ie vent" are images of 

"Nous aspirons" may also be translated as "we 

aspire," a double entendre contrasted with the concept of 

spiritual descent. This idea is later reinforced: "notre 

came s'exalte." "Le vent . .. . apporte des roses lointaines" 

tells us that spiritual nourishment has come, the rose 

representing Christ in Christian symbology. The flagstones 

become moss: that which was hard is transformed and becomes. 
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soft. The two instances of enjambement appear after the word 

"verdure" in the second and third quatrains, thus implying 

that the curtain of foliage, by separating the lovers from the 

tUmult of the outer world, has enabled them to transcend that 

world. They have passed through the veil. The crucifixion 

which had looked dark from the outside has become a means to 

spiri tual light. Thus, through poetic images and syntax 

Gourmont has effected a spiritual resurrection. 

There is nonetheless a sense of vulnerability, a fear of 

betrayal that is characteristically modern. A threat hovers 

over the inner sanctum. The poet prays that this inner world, 

in which the hard has been transformed into the soft, would 

itself become hard and impenetrable to the outer world. This 

apprehension of betrayal is reinforced by the rhyme scheme 

which, having set up an expectation of a promise to be 

fulfilled, betrays that expectation with a slant rhyme at the 

end of the poem: "homme" and "monde." 

"In Una Selva Oscura" combines and illuminates many of 

the themes that we have already observed in Caplet's war 

songs, such as nature, nostalgia, exile, escape into an inner 

world that is veiled by the outer world, and death and 

resurrection. The poem itself is a spiritual rather than a 

deeply Christian poem, incorporating·the powerful symbology of 

Christianity as an expressive rather than a religious device. 

Although using the image of the rose which represents Christ 
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in Christian symbology, Gourmont later calls, not on God, but 

on nature personified for protection. 

On the other hand, Caplet's deeply rooted catholicism 

suggests that for him the theme of death and resurrection in 

"In Una Selva Oscura" held specific religious meaning. The 

sense of threat and betrayal evidenced in the unfulfilled 

rhyme scheme may serve to express his sense of the 

precariousness of man's existence in the face of war. The 

fact that the slant rhyme juxtaposes "homme" and "monde" 

would connote a state of tension between men and their world. 

The rhyme scheme falls flat on the word "world," suggesting, 

as we saw in "Priere Normande," that the world as Caplet has 

known it is in a state of tension lacking resolution. 

It is evidence of Caplet's extreme sensitivity to the 

poetic sense that he set this melodie in D lydian. This is a 

brilliant text-painting choice expressing light. D lydian is 

inherently tense because of its dominant feel, seeking 

resolution. It is a mode that generates high yet unstable 

energy because of the raised fourth degree. The opening tonic 

chords in second inversion cast scintillating colors that 

project a magical, ethereal feel. This is enhanced by the 

careful juxtaposition of different registers, three-part 

texture, and a rhythmic juxtaposition that shifts subtly and 

evocatively. In the line "La lumiere est plus pure et les 

fleurs sont plus douces" the word "douces" in measure 5 is 
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colored by the lydian tonic chord played softly in the middle 

register, wonderfully depicting both the energy and the 

softness of the light. 
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Throughout the piece linear counterpoint and a light texture 

deny strong key centers. Different chords seem to be used 

primarily for coloration, prolonged by iteration and revoicing 

as in measure 14-15 to create and suspend a mood. A lovely 

"rideau de verdure" ("curtain of foliage") is created in 

measures 20-22 by parallel 7th chords, typical impressionist 

"planing" chords, over an F pedal, with a tremolo f-g motif 

painting the rustling of the leaves. In measures 30-37 this 

motif expands in range, registration and texture (doubled on 

the word "impenetrable") as the text becomes more rhapsodic .. 

The slant rhyme is wonderfully colored by a move from 

F#MmM9\7, which sounds dominant, to E half-diminished 9\7. 

The harmony falls flat on the slant rhyme. This does not 
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happen on the word "monde," but gracefully anticipates it in 

measure 41. In the final measures the dominant/tonic 

relationship ends on the 6/4 position of the tonic lydian 

chord, an unusual root movement that obscures the harmony, 

expressing the desire of the lovers to be hidden from the 

world in the forest. 



"Foret" 
Remy de Gourmont 

o Foret, toi qui vis passer bien des amants 
Le long de tes sentiers, sous tes profonds feuillages, 
Confidente des jeux, des cris, et des serments, 
Temoin a qui les ames avouaient leurs orages. 

o Foret, souviens-toi de ceux qui sont venus 
Un jour d'ete fouler tes mousses et tes herbes, 
Car ils ont trouve la des baisers ingenus. 
Couleur de feuilles, couleur d'~corces, couleur de reves. 

o Foret, tu fus bonne, en laissant Ie desir 
Fleurir, ardente fleur, au sein de ta verdure. 
L'ombre devient plus fraiche: un frisson de plaisir 
Enchanta les deux coeurs et toute la nature. 

o Foret, souviens-toi de ceux qui sont venus 
Un jour d'ete fouler tes herbes solitaires 
Et contempler, distraits, tes arbres ingenus 
Et Ie pale ocean de tes vertes fougeres. 

"Forest" 

Oh Forest, you who have seen many lovers pass 
the length of your paths, under your heavy foliage, 
the confidant of games, of cries, of oaths, 
witness to whom souls confessed their tumult. 

Oh Forest, do you remember those who came 
one day in summer to tread on your moss and your grass, 
because they found there innocent kisses. 
Color of leaves, color of bark, color of dreams. 

Oh Forest, you were kind to let desire 
blossom, ardent flower, at the bosom of your greenery. 
The shade becomes cooler: a shiver of pleasure 
enchanted the two hearts and all of nature. 

Oh Forest, do you remember those who came 
one day in summer to tread on your grass alone 
and to contemplate, distractedly, your innocent trees 
and the pale ocean of your green ferns. 
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"Foret" is composed of four quatrains in binary 

Alexandr ine meter with an ABAB rhyming pattern. Several 

enjambements denote a break with the classic Alexandrine form. 

A far more striking departure occurs in the second quatrain. 

The rhyming pattern is distorted in the second and fourth 

lines ("herbes" and "r~ves"), and the standard caesura 

dividing the twelve syllable line into two hemistiches 

disappears in the fourth line. This line is instead broken 

into thirds, and thus becomes Alexandrine trimeter. The poem 

then reverts to binary Alexandrine meter. 

In "Foret" Gourmont extends and varies the metaphor of 

the forest introduced in the previous poem "In Una Selva 

Oscura." There is again a personification and an 'invocation 

of nature; the words "0 Foret" begin each quatrain. The 

theme of nostalgia that lightly passed through "In Una Selva 

oscura" like the wind bearing the scent of roses ("le vent qui 

passe apporte les roses lointaines," with a play on words with 

"passe" and "passe") becomes, in "Foret," a central theme. In 

"In Una Selva Oscura" we saw lovers enjoying the pleasures of 

springtime. In "Foret" the full summer has come and gone, and 

only through nostalgia can the poet resurrect his beloved. He 

personifies the forest so that it becomes a companion to 

replace the one he has lost, and so that it can share in the 

memory and thus i.n the resurrection of the beloved: 

. . . souviens-toi. " . . . This intense need for connection " 
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with the forest and with the beloved is poignantly expressed 

by the poet in other instances as well. In "In Una Selva 

Oscura" he states that "notre ame s'exalte et se rassure:" 

the connection is so strong between him and his beloved that 

they share one soul. Al though "In Una Selva Oscura" and 

"Foret" can be interpreted as love poems, influenced by the 

Romantic ideal of "la solitude a deux," their deeper meaning 

may lie in the poet's desire for connection with nature, with 

God, and with himself. The division of the Alexandrine meter 

into three instead of two parts in the second quatrain, and 

the dissolution of the rhyming pattern in that same quatrain, 

reinforces the concept of a breaking down, an increasing 

alienation. The nostalgia expressed in this poem is a 

yearning for spiritual wholeness, perhaps already experienced, 

perhaps ("couleur de reves") merely imagined. 

This poem of exquisite nostalgia, and sensual sonorities 

and imagery, inspired Caplet to write one of his most 

beautiful melodies while he was yet in the midst of war and 

had twice been wounded (Spencer NATS 10). The fact that this 

is one of the few of his melodies that is not entirely 

through-composed shows Caplet's tremendous sensitivity to the 

expressive requirements of the text; the four-fold repetition 

of the invocation "0, Foret," and the repetition of "souviens

toi" ("do you remember?") are such keen signs of the poet's 

nostalgia that Caplet responds by repeating the musical 
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refrain. Thus musical gestures and themes return, yet with 

subtle variations in rhythm, registration, and harmony that 

paint with exquisite strokes the nuances of the poetry. Sheer 

sonority plays a particularly important role in harmonic 

choices in this melodie. 

Tall, regal chords process in stately array through the 

first 15 measures, depicting a majestic forest. Above this, 

the vocal line begins with a warm invocation to the forest. 

As noted, this invocation returns three times, each time in a 

more colorful, more rhapsodic setting, and each time 

accompanied by a chordal expansion creating wide orchestral 

space. A quasi-parlando section follows the first invocation, 

and then a third relation harmonic shift warmly colors the 

second invocation of the forest. Sextuplets give life to the 

memories of the poet ("souviens-toi") , over which a lyrical 

melody is introduced that returns with the repetition of the 

same text later in the piece. 
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Caplet seems to feel that the word "herbes" (grass) holds 

exquisite memories, for he places it over a sinuous chromatic 

line, and colors it with a relatively rare dbmM7 chord at 

measure 20. Caplet intensifies the breaking of the binary 

Alexandrine verse with trimeter, beginning with the words 

"couleur de feuilles," by inserting pauses between measures. 

This serves to place "couleur de r~ves" in high relief. The 

third, most climactic invocation to the forest follows. 
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"Tu IUS bonne" is colored by a third relation shift, and a 

tremolo paints the blossoming of desire. An F# mixolydian 

scale implying B major in measure 39 resolves unexpectedly to 

BbM, expressing the cooling of the evening. A tritone 

movement in the bass along with a tremolo exquisitely at 

measure 44 colors the words "frisson de plaisir." The 

rhythmic and harmonic build-up to the final invocation of the 

forest is spiced with a clash of G and G# in measure 51. The 
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forest is spiced with a clash of G and G# in measure 51. The 

return of "souviens-toi" is rendered more poignant by the root 

movement of a tritone. stately chords end the piece. 

In The Interpretation of French Song Bernac states: 

"This is one of the most beautiful melodies of all 
the French concert repertoire: a perfect alloy of 
poem and music, the lyricism as well as the 
refinement of the music make its interpretation a 
delight for the performers." (225-226) 



"Symbole des Apotres" 

Je crois en Dieu, Ie Pere tout puissant, 
createur du ciel et de la terre, 
et en Jesus Christ son fils unique, Notre Seigneur, 
qui a ete con9u du Saint Esprit, 
est ne de la Vierge Marie, 
a souffert sous Ponce Pilate, 
a ete crucifie, est mort et a ete enseveli; 
est descendu aux enfers; 

Ie troisieme jour est ressuscite 
d'entre les morts; est monte aux cieux; 
est assis a la droite de Dieu, 
d'ou II viendra juger les vivants et les morts. 

Je crois au saint-Esprit, 
a la sainte Eglise catholique, 
a la communion des saints, 
a la remission des peches, 
a la resurrection de la chair, 
a la vie eternelle. 

Ainsi. soit-il! 

"Apostle's Creed" 

I believe in God, the Father almighty, 
Creator of Heaven and of earth, 
and in Jesus Christ His only son, Our Lord, 
who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, 
and born of the Virgin Mary, 
suffered under Pontius Pilate, 
was crucified, died, and was buried; 
descended into hell; 

on the third day was resurrected from the dead; 
ascended into heaven; 
and is seated at the right hand of God, 
where He will judge the living and the dead. 

I believe in the Holy spirit, 
in the holy catholic church, 
in the communion of the saints, 
in the forgiveness of sins, 
in.the resurrection of the body, 
in life everlasting! 

Amen! 
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The Apostle's Creed, a translation of the liturgical 

Latin, is the third and final text of a religious cycle by 

Caplet entitled Les Prieres. The first two, "Oraison 

dominicale" (the Lord's Prayer) and "Salutation angelique" 

(Ave Maria), were set by Caplet in 1914 before the outbreak of 

the war. Caplet's 1917 setting of "Symbole des Apotres" 

demonstrates a new level of passion and depth of faith. 

Compared to the first two of this cycle, this melodie is of 

greater length, is wider in pianistic and vocal range as well 

as in dynamic range, and is richer in texture and harmony. 

It is interesting that "symbole" can be translated as 

"creed," "sign" or "symbol." As the creed of the apostles it 

establishes the essential tenets of the Christian faith. The 

sign of the apostles is the cross, which is depicted musically 

in this melodie as \vill be discussed later in this paper. The 

word "symbol" has interesting implications vis-a-vis a 

composer so influenced by the symbolist movement both 

poetically and musically, although these implications may have 

been unintentional on the part of Caplet. Like the 

symbolists, Caplet perceived an inner world hidden by external 

reality. For him, an interpretation of that world has its key 

(pun intended) in the Christian faith. Hence "Symbole des 

Apotres" can be seen as contextual, a key to understanding the 

symbols of death and resurrection and the co-existence of the 

physical and the spiritual planes that permeate the poetry of 
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Caplet's melodies. Caplet conducted Les Prieres one Sunday in 

1917 at a small church in Picardy near the war front. 

"The blasting of the enemy had damaged the windows. 
The birds had made their nests in the eaves of the 
choir. They sang happily; meanwhile the tender 
chant,'Je vous salue, Marie,' arose. Not far 
away, from the direction of Saint-Quentin, heavy 
artillery produced the bass. Caplet was visibly 
moved." (Landormy) 

"Symbole des Apotres" is written in the key signature of 

Eb major, the three flats being symbolic of the Holy Trinity. 

Stately ascending chords with a modal flavor create the effect 

of a regal procession for the first eleven bars. The Bb pedal 

that extends over measures 1-7 is initially heard as the third 

of Gb major in measure 2. Not until measure 7 does the 

harmonic progression iii-ii-IV prepare the Bb as a dominant 

leading to Eb in measure 8. In measure 10 the juxtaposition 

of heaven and earth is depicted musically with a rising 

arpeggio over a bass pedal. In measure 12 the iii-ii-IV 

progression of measure 7 is repeated, with an unexpected move 

to B major instead of to Bb major in measure 12. The fact 

that this enharmonic third relation (Ab/G#-B) highlights the 

word "Christ," and the fact that the B major chord contains 

the first use of sharps (visual crosses) that appear in this 

piece suggests a reference to the crucifixion. A melodically 

ascending motif is repeated several times in the new dominant, 
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B major, reflecting unsuccessful attempts at effecting a 

resurrection. A resolution, but to e minor, is followed by a 

diminished chord on the word "crucifie." Flats are 

reintroduced on the text "est mort" ("died"). Gb major over 

an F pedal is chosen as the harmonic color for Christ's 

burial, revealing the significance of the Gb tonality 

introduced in measures 2-3. This is ornamented by a 

chromatically parallel move to G major, then back to Gb. A 

chromatic descent in the bass leads to eb minor, accompanied 

by an increase in tempo, a tremolo, and a switch to Eb major 

coinciding with the resurrection of Christ. Eb major is 

established by a dominant complex chord in measure 30. The 

concept of Christ's being seated at the right hand of God is 

colored modally by a major chord built on the lowered seventh 

degree (Db). Db major also happens to be the dominant of Gb, 

the key used to portray the burial of Christ. However, it 

does not lead there, and Gb major never reappears. Instead, 

a transitional section in Ab major leads by chromatic descent 

in the bass to the pitch G, which functions here as the 

dominant of c minor. Thus the harmony has shifted by third 

relation to the key of C major on the text "Je crois au Saint

Esprit." G is also repeated in the treble staff of the piano 

part in rising and falling triplets. This creates a musical 

cross, visible in the score, implying a play on words: 

"crois" (I believe) and "croix" (cross) are pronounced exactly 
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the same. The third relation harmonic move and the triplets 

suggest a reference to the Holy Trinity, which has now been 

fully represented in the text. There is a modulation to ab 

minor in measure 41, and a deceptive enharmonic third relation 

modulation to E major in measure 43 coloring the word "peches" 

("sins"). A minor pentatonic ascending configuration in both 

voice and piano on the text "resurrection" leads to a BbMm7 

chord which cadences on Eb major. on the words "la vie 

eternelle." This along with an allargando and a crescendo 

create an uplifting climax expressing eternal life. 
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ItDitresselt 

Henriette Charas son 

La main qui serre Ie coeur 
s'est encore un peu refermee, 
Et l'on etouffe dans Ie silence 
en se regardant avec des yeux agrandis, 
Et l'on oae a peine preter l'oreille, 
tandis que les voix se taisent, 
De peur d'entendre glisser les pas feutres de CelIe. • • 
qu'il ne faut point nommer. 

Seigneur, de votre main trop lourde 
Vous pesez sur nos tetes, 
N'appuyez pas si fort, 
ou ma tete penchee sur ma poitrine 
ne pourra plus se relever! 

Seigneur, qU'est-ce qu'il faut que l'on vous donne 
pour que vous ayez pitie 
et. . . que vous rendiez . . . votre proie, 
o Terrible Chasseur Eternel 
qui me nez l'hallali au son des canons formidables, 
et qui faites vos chiens aboyants 
de ces gueules de lourd metal? 

Sa vie est dans vos mains, 
et mon bonheur est dans vos mains, 
et je sais qu'il me faut par vous des miracles, 
II me faut des miracles, 
et je vous les demande avec la simplicite du desespoir, 
Comme les enfants tendent leur petites mains tremblantes 
vers la lune d'or pales dans Ie ciel sombre, 
Quand ils croient encore que leur pere est tout puissant 
et qu'il dispose du ciel. 
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"Distress" 

The hand that wrings the heart yet again restrains itself, 
and we suffocate in silence 
looking at one another with wide-open eyes, 
and we scarcely dare listen, 
now that the voices have fallen silent, 
for fear of hearing the gliding steps of Him 
Whom we must not name. 

Lord, with Your overly heavy hand 
You press down upon our heads, 
Do not press so heavily, 
or my head bowed toward my chest 
will no longer be able to raise itself! 

Lord, what must we give You 
so that You take pity 
and .•. so that You give back ..• Your prey, 
Oh dreadful eternal Hunter 
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Who flourishes the horn of death with the sound of the fearful 
canons 
and who makes Your howling dogs out of these mouths of weighty 
metal? 

His life is in Your hands, 
and my happiness is in Your hands, 
and I know that I need miracles from You, 
I need miracles, 
and I ask them of You with the simplicity of despair, 
as children reach out with small trembling hands 
towards the moon of pale gold in the somber sky 
when they still believe that their father is all-powerful 
and that he grants justice from above. 
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This poem bears the following dedication: 

"Poeme ecrit pour un Soldat, 
blesse et 'porte disparu' apres les combats 

de Neuville st. Waast en 
Artois 

Ie 28 Septembre 1915."u 

Henriette Charasson was 'born in Le Havre, and was thus a 

Norman poet. Her publications include Attente 1914-1917 

(1919), Les Heures du foyer (1926), Sur la plus haute branche 

(1938) and Sacrifice du soir (1953). She was a literary 

critic at La Depeche tunisienne for at least twenty-five 

years. A contemporary of Caplet, it is probable that they 

were friends, as the artistic community of Le Havre was 

relatively small in the early twentieth century. As noted 

before, Caplet felt a tremendous affinity for fellow Normans 

and for fellow Norman artists, and he continued his ties with 

that community throughout his lifetime. Charasson and Caplet 

certainly shared a deep faith in God. This faith is the 

keynote of Charasson's poetry: 

25Poem written for a soldier, wounded and missing in 
action after the battle at de Neuville st. Waast en Artois on 
september 28th, 1915. 



"And while I can still speak on earth with a 
human voice 

Allow me to say thank you, thank you, my God, 
for having been a link in your chain. 1126 
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As far as can be ascertained, "Detresse" is the only poem 

set by Caplet that relates directly to World War I. The other 

poems set by Caplet during the war clearly reflect his 

response to the war, but they were not originally written 

about the war. This also happens to be the only poem set by 

Caplet that was written by a woman. Her style is 

"impressionistic" in the sense that sensations and feelings 

seem to be described as they oepur. This, along with the fact 

that the poem is clearly autobiographical, and was written 

both during and about the war, gives it a compelling sense of 

immediacy. The wildly irregular meter and phrase lengths, and 

the lack of a rhyme scheme, create a spontaneous rhythm that 

defies any attempt at neatly packaging the chaos and horror of 

war. 

The images used by Charasson are striking. She begins 

with a narrative that is Poe-like in its depiction of waiting, 

26Jean Rousselot, 
contemporaine (Paris: 

Dictionnaire de la Poesie Franyaise 
Librairie Larousse, 1968) 59. 

"Et pendant que je puis encore parler sur terre avec 
une voix humaine 

Laissez que je Vous dise merci, merci, mon Dieu, 
d'avoir ete ce chainon dans votre chaine." 
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with every sense alerted to the most minute stimulus, for an 

impending and inevitable doom. References to different parts 

of the body ("la tete," "la main," "la poitrine," "le coeur," 

"les pieds") are strewn throughout this poem like body parts 

in a war scene. particularly effective is the depiction of 

God as a savage eternal hunter, whose hunting dogs are the 

vicious metal canons. The prevailing Catholicism of early 

twentieth century France would have augmented the dramatic 

impact of this image. The poet's fierce and agonized prayer 

to this savage god functions as an emotional release, and the 

prayer metamorphoses into one of childlike faith. Ironically, 

in light of the preceding text, hope in God becomes the poet's 

only source of comfort. 

The length of "Detresse", its volatile and rich emotional 

life, and its irregular, imparisyllabic verse well-suited to 

the depiction of instability and anxiety, give it the 

character of a dramatic monologue. Set musically, it becomes 

a small scena with alternating recitative and arioso. 

The uniqueness of style and harmonic language used by 

Caplet in this melodie reflects his tremendous expressive and 

technical range, and his deliberate attempt to create a 

musical setting that serves the style and content of the text. 

The harmony borders on atonality, with extended tertian 

sonorities that are built for color rather than for function. 

An extensi ve use of augmented intervals, particularly the 
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tritone, give this piece a quality of starkness and of 

instability. Reality seems to be stretched out of proportion. 

Congruent with the poetic form, the musical language reflects 

the chaos of war by defying easy categorization. 

"Detresse" unfolds in a stealthy, mysterious fashion, 

beginning with an octave D pedal in the bass. Above this 

pedal, which continues for fourteen measures, incongruent 

notes are slowly, somewhat pointillistically added in 

ascending fashion. The wide, orchestral space created by this 

juxtaposition of high and low registers produces an eerie, 

ominous effect. A descending line "sans rigueur de mesure" is 

punctuated once rhythmically, anticipating the words "et je 

vous les demande" in measure 62. The texture is stripped back 

to an octave D pedal in measure 8, and the voice enters two 

measures later. In measure 15 the pedal moves a tritone to 

G#, then G-Db-Bb. Thus far the piano and voice have moved 

essentially in the same direction. In measures 22-24 contrary 

motion and faster rhythms accompany a reference to the gliding 

steps of the hunter. The two appeals to God ("Seigneur") in 

measures 29 and 38 are preceded by harmonically colorful 

ascending triplets, the second time with a poco accelerando 

and ending with a sforzando descending flourish. "votre . 
proie" ("Your prey") distorts by syncopation and by means of 

a tritone the call that might be used by a hunting horn. The 

interval is a tritone rather than a fourth or a fifth as might 
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usually be the case, underlining the macabre quality of humans 

as prey. 

An upward flourish in the piano introduces an ingenious 

musical setting of the poem's most dramatic image: the 

portrayal of God as a "Terrible Chasseur Eternel." The bass, 

which has been relatively slow up to this point, moves in 

eighth notes on an ascending octatonic scale that creates a 

stalking motif. Above this, in the treble clef of the piano 

part, intricate and variable rhythmic patterns sweep up and 

down at an even faster rate. The vocal line adds a third, 

variegated rhythmic layer, further complicating the texture. 

Harmonies and rhythms shift in constantly changing patterns. 

Above the inexorable steps of the hunter there is a sense of 

panic and loss of control. It is particularly significant 

that the chords built on the scale tones of an octatonic scale 

are all diminished. This series of diminished chords seeking 

resolution adds to the sense of relentless pursuit. 
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By measure 49 the harmony has become extremely dissonant and 

obscure. Caplet effects a relatively quick emotional and 

musical transition on the text "et mon bonheur est dans vos 

mains." The arrival at D major in measure 52 portrays the 

release of emotional tension, and the poet's recognition that 

God is the only one to whom she can turn for a miracle. The 

tempo and the harmonic texture and rhythm slow down, and the 

melodie proceeds with a lyrical simplicity. The poignancy of 

her hope is expressed in gentle, diminishing surges of 

harmonic color, with a sharp resurgence in measure 62 on the 

text "et je vous les demande" followed by a continuing 

recession. As noted above, the same musical motif was first 

introduced by the piano in measure 6. This symmetrical 

placement contributes to an overall swelling and receding, 

that serves as an organizational device: gentle surges of 

emotional and harmonic color gradually increase to turbulent 

waves, and then recede back to gentle surges. 



A SINGER'S COMPOSER 

"Andre Caplet occupies a privileged place in 
music: .••• he rarely exploits instrumental 
resources (no solo piapo works, little orchestral 
writing) but entrusts to voices the secret of his 
thought. In our day that attitude is almost 
unique. 

"Not only does he deepen the technique of singing, 
but he pursues ongoing research to renew it, to 
mold it to his own thought. Soft and malleable, he 
fashions this new language, which is the systematic 
instrumentation of the ~uman voice, in the image of 
his concepts such that here technical invention is 
the logical result of new function. Of how many 
innovations can we say so much?,,27 
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From recitative to rhapsodic melody lines, Caplet showed 

a keen affinity for the singing voice, and wrote for it with 

skill and beauty. In comparing "Ronsard a son arne" from 

Ravel's Histoires Naturelles with Caplet's "L' adieu en barque" 

from cinq Ballades francaises, Hoeree states that 

II . Caplet's 'vocal rendition' is clearlY"super ior. II 

(II. .le 'rendement vocal' est nettement superieur chez 

Caplet .... ") (18). 

27Arthur Hoeree, "L'oeuvre d'Andre Caplet," La Revue 
Musicale 9 (July 1925): 13-17. 

"Andre caplet occupe une place privilegiee dans la 
musique:. . . . La maniere de Caplet. . . se': ~omplalt rarement 
a exploiter les ressources instrumentales (-aucune oeuvre de 
piano, peu d'orchestre), mais confie volontiers aux voix Ie 
secret de sa pensee. A notre epoque, cette attitude est 
presque unique. 
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Caplet demonstrated his interest in the development of 

the singing voice, and in its adaptation tQ modern music, with 

his publication of Le Pain Quotidien. This set of fifteen 

vocal exercises features audacious runs and leaps that require 

great vocal agility. 

The piano is an equal partner with the voice in Caplet's 

melodies. The intricate rhythmic, harmonic, and melodic web 

between piano and voice creates an intimate ensemble capable 

of great interpretative subtlety. voice and piano seem to 

mirror one another in an impressionistic fashion reminiscent 

of Regnier's concept of the double (see p. 50). Although at 

first glance Caplet's melodies may seem complex, the piano 

accompaniment provides a logical context~for the vocal line 

that augments its accessibility. 

Caplet took great care in setting text, and the singer 

should thus observe all details of prosody. Regarding tempi, 

Claire croiza, a colleague of Caplet and a singer who 

performed many of his compositions, stated~ 

"Non seulement il approfondit la technique du chant, mais 
la poursuit de ses continuelles recherches pour la renover, 
pour I' assouplir a sa propre pensee. Devenue ductile et 
malleable, cette langue nouvelle qu' est I' instrumentation 
systematique de la voix humaine, il la fa90nne a l'image de 
ses conceptions en sorte qu'ici l'invention technique est la 
consequence logique d'une fonction nouvelle. De combien 
d'innovations peut-on dire autant?" 



"What are special in caplet's music are the tempi. 
There is always one part that moves on and one part 
that holds back. There are hardly ever two or 
three bars in succession that are in identical 
tempo. Caplet is the opposite to Faure in this 
respect, for the latter writes a tempo at the 
beginning and does not change from it. 

"Caplet, we must always remember, came from 
Normandy--and characteristically in order to be 
slow, 'it is not slow', and in order to be fast, 
'it is not fast'. Always there is some juggling in 
the music, but also a touching sensibility on which 
any interpretation of his music must be based. So 
be sure to establish a plan, a frame and 
characters. Like Toscanini, Caplet respects the 
'plan' of sonorities." (132-133) 
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It is evident from this statement that a musical analysis of 

Caplet's "plan of sonorities" is an invaluable interpretative 

resource. 

croiza goes on to say that "Caplet's characters are 

always living, human beings. " (133). The emotional 

richness of Caplet's melodies makes their performance 

aesthetically rewarding for both singer and pianist. 
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CONCLUSION 

The themes of nostalgia, nature, and death and 

resurrection flow throughout Caplet's wartime melodies. It is 

fitting that Caplet, a Christian, chose to go down into the 

trenches, a sort of living burial, to fight for a dying world. 

The art that he created there became a form of resurrection. 

As an artist, in the highest sense of the word, he became a 

high priest. The connection he felt between his art and his 

religious faith are evident even in the name of his set of 

vocalises for singers: Le Pain Quotidien (daily bread). 

During the war he carried a wooden piano instead of a wooden 

cross, and out of it created life from death. It is an 

interesting confluence of symbolic poetry and realism that a 

piano is played with the hands and feet. 

It is ironic that Caplet chose a language of fleeting 

impressions, sensations, and transitoriness to express hope in 

the eternal constancy and goodness of God. In Joseph Conrad's 

The Heart of Darkness, one of the early impressionistic 

novels, the character of Marlowe states: 

"Light came out of the river. • it is like a 
running blaze on a plain, like a flash of lightning 
in the clouds. We live in the flicker • • • " (9) 
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Debussy and Caplet both knew they lived in the flicker, 

and used the qualities of the flicker as part of their art. 

Yet Caplet seemed deeply confident in the steadiness of its 

source. 

At the head of one of his masses Caplet placed the words 

"j 'ai pose ma tente dans le soleil" ("I have placed my tent in 

the sunil). In a play on words he has perhaps revealed to us 

the deep connection between his art and his spirituality. 



Bannerman, Betty, ed. 
Claire Croiza's 
Gollancz, 1989. 
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